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Freedom House
Support for Serbia's Democratic Opposition
Final Report: July 1,2000 - December 31,2001

I. Introduction and Program Overview
In an effort to promote lasting democratic change in Serbia, in June 2000 Freedom House sought and
received $1,100,000 in USAID Serbia funding to sponsor the "Support for Serbiai Democratic
Opposition" program (Cooperative Agreement No. 169-G-00-00-00105-00). This final report
covers activities conducted during the entire period of the cooperative agreement, from Jub 1,
2000 to December 31,2001.
As originally proposed, this program encompassed two distinct, but related, s u b - p r o m :
Cam~aignManagers Training Procram in Serbia (CMT): Working with a broad cross-section
(I.)
of Serbian opposition parties, and with the cooperation of the National Democratic Institute and the
International Republican Institute, this program's aim was to identify, develop, and train in the United
States a core g o u p of Serbian political activists who would serve as the backbone of the opposition
parties' election campaign effort to topple the regime of Slobodan ~Milosevic.
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Building Democracv in Serbia Progam (BDSL: The primary objective of the Building
(2.)
Democracy in Serbia Program (BDS Program) was to quickly restore and reinvigorate the capacity of
Serbia's NGO sector to influence public opinion and mobilize public action to bring democratic
change to Serbia. Building upon Freedom House's "Rapid Response Plan to Build Democracy in
Serbia" launched in the fall of 1999, this program was intended to suppon Serbian civil society primarily NGOs --through sub-grants, regional exchanges, and US.-based training in their s m & e to
create lasting democratic change in Serbia.
Immediately upon notification of award by USAID in late June 2000, Freedom House rapidly began
implementing both of the "sub-programs" identified above. Specifically, Freedom House pro-pm
staff in Belgrade and Washington began intensive recruitment and selection for CMT and US.
internship participants, while staff in Belgrade and Budapest launched requests for -pnt and regional
exchange applications.
In regards to the CMT portion of the program Freedom House quickly identified and selected a goup
of senior, highly skilled campaign staff from Democratic Opposition of Serbia @OS) coalition
members for the initial CMT study tour that was scheduled to take place in the U.S. in early Au,wt
2000. However, in late July, Yugoslav authorities announced Federal Presidential and Parliamntary
as well as Serbian local elections for 24 September, leaving little time for opposition members to
conduct their campaigns.
After sienificant consultations between Freedom House management and senior officials at USAID
Serbia and Washington as well as the U.S. Deaartment of State. it was a
d on 29 Julv ro 'freeze'
activitv on the CMT comDonent of the Freedom House Dram and reallocate the maioriw of its
funds to the BDS %ant Drogram. At the same time. BDS grant and exchange funds themselves were
re-~rioritizedfrom mid- and long-term obiectives (human rights strenethening, civil societv cawciw
buildinq. etc.) to the more immediate and pressing needs to suonon NGO-led public mobilization and
education cam~aions. Activities imdemented and outlined in this r e w n reflect these shifts in
It should be noted that within days of the election date announcement, Freedom House had designed,
organized and implemented an open (public) mobilization grant competition. Response to this call for
proposals was enthusiastic and large, and Freedom House awarded over $400.000 in grants to Serbian
NGOs and civic movements in a matter of weeks.

In late September 2000 Freedom House was awarded $193,000 in supplemental funding to this
program, of which $160,000 was disbursed in sub-,pnts (see section I)
.
Following the profound developments of late September and early October 2000 in Serbia,
culminating in the storming of the Federal Parliament in Belgrade and the effective ouster of the
Milosevic regime, Freedom House in consultation with USAID Serbia designed, organized and
implemented a competition for a second round of mobilization grants, this time targeted at the
was
extraordinary Serbian parliamentary elections scheduled for December. Over $200,000 in -st
awarded in this second, critical election, which de facto consolidated the concentration of legal
authority in the parties of the Democratic Opposition of Serbia. Again, Freedom House was able to
respond swiftly to fast-paced events by virtue of its positioning, staff capacity and support from
USAID.
In January 2001, Freedom House was able to bring the first three participants for the U.S. internship
component of the BDS progam now that the election campaign period was past. The remaining
seven participants came to the US. in two groups in May and September 2001.

In late winter 2001, Freedom House began the process of institutionalizing its presence in Bel-pde in
recognition of the changed nature of the Serbian operating environment. Additional Serbian staff
members were hired and Sanja Pesek, previously the program officer for Serbia based in Budapest,
relocated to Belgrade.
l h e remainder of Freedom House's USAID-sponsored regranting funds were committed to a series of
initiatives aimed at a) assisting the difficult transition faced by the country's new democratic
authorities; and b) shoring up support for a series of key civil society institutions and NGOs.
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Overall, Freedom House provided a total of $647,000 in grants, funded 33 regional exchanges,
and sponsored U.S.-based professional internship training for ten democratic activists and K G 0
professionals.
11. Grant Program

A. Ovemew and Objectives

Since 1998, Freedom House has helped sisificantly to increase citizen participation in key elections
in a number of countries in Central and Eastern Europe. In so doing, Freedom House has developed
impressive in-house expertise in election-related grantmaking to NGOs. Freedom House's stren-mhs
include the capacity to make grants quickly, a deep familiarity with specific national politid and
civil society contexts, and a particular emphasis on regional and cross-border work ('shuing
experience' and exporting lessons leamed from one country to another).
When presidential, local and federal parliamentary elections were announced in July for September
24, 2000, per a previous agreement with USAIDISerbia, Freedom House immediately reallocated the
majority of its USAID re-granting funds for the purpose of supporting national and local 'civic
campaign' activities to ensure a massive voter turnout for the election. This program was modeled
after other "Get Out The Vote" (GOTV)campaigns that had taken place in Croatia, Slovakia, and
Ukraine, and had been specifically anticipated by Freedom House in its proposal for the Support for
Serbia's Democratic Opposition program.
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Specifically, as mentioned earlier in this report, Freedom House reallocated the bulk of funds
formerly approved to support the Campaign Managers Training Program ( C m to the Building
Democracy in Serbia (BDS) component of the program for regranting. In all, including the
supplemental grant funding Freedom House received from USALD at the end of October, combined
with the original BDS grant budget and re-programmed CMT funds, Freedom House awarded
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$747,000 in sub-grants under this cooperative agreement. (Note: The regional exchange and US.based internship budget items remained unchanged from the original approved proposal.)
Freedom House was guided in Serbia by the same principles that successfully guided previous
programs in Slovakia, Ukraine, and Croatia. Namely, the Freedom House pro,^ was:
Focused on "change" and youth
Non-partisan
Decentralized and national
Responsive and flexible
Coordinated among donors
Implemented by NGOs
People intensive, creative, and energizing for all citizens
Freedom House's basic strategy for its election programs was to suppon NGO projects and NGO
coalition projects that:
Increased voter turnout (Get Out The VoteJGOTV)
Provided public education and information sharing on issuedevents
Ensured that the elections are free and fair by independent monitoring

.

The Freedom House GOTV initiative (strategy/prioritiedguidelines) was developed in consultation
with USAID and other donors (with whom Freedom House already cooperated) once elections were
announced. The priorities, geographic and issue targeting, and proposal guidelines were quickly
decided upon. This responsive and flexible approach employed by USAID and later the office of
Ambassador William Montgomery was especially wise and advisable given the quickly changing
nature of the political scene in Serbia.
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As in previous GOTV Programs, Freedom House worked in close coordination with other donors by
conbibuting to a loacal and effective division of effort intended to optimize topicallgeo-gphic
coverage and each donor's comparative advantages. (See KC. "Impact and Results" below for more
on donor coordination.)
B. Activities
The BDS Program, a follow-on to Freedom House's successful Rapid Response Grant P r o P r was
o~
launched in June 2000 as both democratic forces and repression gained steam, culminating in an
NGO-led get-out-the-vote effort, which together with political party carnpaigs, ultimately ended
Milosevic rule on October 5. 2000. Throughout the course of the BDS P r o m Freedom House
awarded $747,000 in sub-grants.
The following GOTV activities were eligible for Freedom House suppon in Serbia:
1. "Rock the Vote" types of activities
2. Printing election-related publications and posters
3. Sponsorship of radio and TV shows and appearances by NGO activists, other experts on
election related issues (These could possibly be broadcast from Republika Serbska, Bulgaria,
Montenegro, or Hungary in case of a media clampdown inside Serbia)
4. Independent research and analysis on party platforms. election laws, and major public policy
issues facing the country for disbibution to targeted segments of population
5. Printing of observer handbooks and other reference materials individuals monitoring the
elections
6. Websites or electronic newdcurrent events publications (webzines, email digests, lisrserves,
etc.) originating either in Serbia or outside for domestic consumption
7. "Samizdat" style print publications presenting objective independent news, information, and
analysis of developments inside and outside Serbia

8. Organization of public round-tables and lectures addressing critical political issues. e.g. media
/political repression, civil disobedience, ethnic and minority rights
9. Public 'town hall meetings' for debate and discussion involving important segnxnts of the
electorate, e.g. women, youth, elderly, rural voters
10. Production of various forms of electronic marketinglinforrnation provision for voter
mobilization or civic education
11. Composition and distribution of regular e-mail updates on election-related NGO events
(disseminating information and increasing prospects for coordination and cooperation among
both grantees and donors)
12. Promote and suppon cross-sectoral cooperation at all levels between N W , media
government officials (where appropriate e.g. in oppositioncontrolled cities) and opposition
parties for voter mobilization, voter education, and monitoring
13. Post-election awareness-raising and evaluation programs

(See Tab A for copies of announcements from the Freedom House mobilization grant competition
for both September and December elections.)
During the fust phase of the Building Democracy in Serbia Program Freedom House funded 43 NGO
action-oriented GOTV activities and other election-related initiatives (for a total of $485.760) that led
to an 80 percent of voter turnout rate in some regions, higher civic mobilization and public outreach
and an increase in number of election monitors that directly affected election results.
Freedom House funded an additional 17 election-related initiatives (for a total of $101, 816) prior to
the December 2000 elections. The goals and types of activities funded through these grants were
consistent with the first round of grants disbursed prior to the September elections.
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Finally, Freedom House disbursed an additional eleven grants (for a total of $159.394) to build the
political and social advocacy capabilities of Serbian civil society organizations. As outlined in the
proposal, priority was given to initiatives promoting human rights and rule of law, citizen education
and participation, and regional policy issues.
(See Tab B for a complete list of grants funded through the BDS Program.)

C. Impact and Results
With these objectives and priorities in mind, the Freedom House BDS P r o m along with the effons
of other important US. Government and privately funded initiatives, was a si,~ficant factor in
motivating the population to vote and then to defend their vote while improving the conditions.
capability and credibility of Serbia's NGO community. The Program stren-ghened the NGO
infrastructure, self-confidence, and national organizational readiness.
During the GOTV campaigns, the sector organized, communicated. educated, and led public opinion
as well as citizen movements that brought the people up the steps and into the Parliament for the first
time in 13 years. As Freedom House grantee Ljuba Tadic said after reading the news to the masses
and then announcing it was time to go in, 'This was the best performance of my life." h o t h e r
Freedom House pantee, Natasa Vuckovic of the Center for Democracy Foundation, organized an
NGO Information Center that provided a vehicle for coordinating volunteers, organizations and
activities in the myriad GOTV activities across the country. She later stated that "results far surpassed
her] expectations.'' As one of the first and largest GOTV donors, Freedom House played a key role in
this historic moment.

i. Strengtheniog National Campaigns
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Freedom House's grant to the Center for Democracy Foundation (CDF)provided direct assistance for
NGOs that aspired to form national and local campaign strategies. CDF used its extensive NGO
expertise to animate and assist smaller, newer, and outlying NGOs in drafting, writing and uanslating
proposals. CDF established contact between these NGOs and donors. "As such, the Freedom House
grant was a transmissional factor in linking the potential grantees with other donors, such as the GMF
and other from Donor's Forum," according to Vuckovic. Given that elections were announced just
eight weeks prior during the height of summer vacations, in order to catch the opposition and XGOs
off guard, the importance of this facilitation cannot be overstated.
CDF helped to transform the myriad campaigns into a national movement, and to link regional GUTV
and national projects and organizations. CDF worked closely with ANEM and TV ~Mreza@a),using
CDF's calendar to achieve better and comprehensive media coverage of events such as the Pancevo
bike ride to the villages for wheel-to-door GOTV, which captured the public's attention with its
unique approach. Near the end of the campaign, CDF used its close party relationships to ensure that
GOTV and party campaign events did not clash or compete, but were rather scheduled in a way to
build and widen the public energy.
Once the campaign got underway, the grant fostered cooperation among NGOs within regions.
especially those working on the same target prbps, and between national and local campaigns. For
example, Freedom House supported Village Threshold, a new NGO in the small western town of
Sabac, and sent teams of volunteers to the villages in that region. 'The Youth Club in Indjija
(Freedom House funded), not far from Sabac in the Srem region, conducted similar GOTV work in
villages. The Center for Democracy linked the organizations and their teams, which enabled them to
cover a bigger region, as well as share and exchange campaign materials that helped avoid duplication
and information overload.
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On visits around the counuy, Freedom House asked NGOs, "What are you doing to create a national
feeling of possibility? Are your efforts known around the countq?" The Center for Anti-War Action
(CAA) put together a Freedom House-funded GOTV campaign for villages across the country
entitled, 'The Village Matters, Too.' CDF connected this national campaign with the abovementioned regional campaigns, allowing efforts in different geographic regions and at different levels
to share and distribute each other's campaign material. Linking central, national XGOs to local
NGOs proved a vital means of creating a nationwide movement to the polls and creating the feeling
that change was possible.
Freedom House referred NGOs to CDF-hosted weekly press conferences highlighting GOTV
activities around the country, featuring NGOs, which typically do not receive coverage in national
media. By showing a strong and developed national GOTV campaign, the image of the NGO sactor
was greatly improved.
With support from Freedom House, Group 484 organized teams of volunteers in the preelection
period -- amidst the increased efforts of the regime to silence both party and non-partisan election
activities -for a door-todoor and public information GOTV campaign.
Through strategic infrastructure grants to Otpor, G17 Plus. ANFM and CeSID, Freedom House
helped to ensure that the GOTV efforts would not be in vain. Otpor broke the fear, G17 Plus probided
the opposition with credibility, and CeSID inspired the belief that, after a decade of lies, a true count
of votes would be reported.
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In this regard, the Freedom House programgrams effort to fmt build Serbia's NGO infrastructure and then
follow it with support for citizen mobilization had a defining impact not just on the NGO scene, but
on all of society. Freedom House was one of the first donors to suppon the infrastructure needs of
these groups. For example, Freedom House awarded gtants to G17 Plus and Otpor when neither had
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an oftice in Belgrade. That these organizations developed nationwide networks, led nation-wide
GOTV campaigns, and now continue to be important actors promoting civic engagement and reform,
testifies to the soundness and foresight of Freedom House's strategy and the enormous impact of the
BDS Program. Now many months since the beginning of the campaign and Freedom House's
program, the situation on the ground in Serbia is very different: stronger nation-wide nenvorks of nongovernmental organizations proved their worth to a new democratic government.
Freedom House's institutional support to building nationwide networks such as GI7 Plus and Otpor
helped those groups mature into the key organizations that brought down Milosevic. Freedom House
support was timely (in most cases the financial assistance from Freedom House was the first funding
these groups received prior to the elections) and helped these organizations grow from central offices
to nationwide movements.
The nervousness of the regime with respect to the activities of Otpor (accelerated arrests, detentions,
interviews, and beatings from May through September) proved the organization's serious threat to the
regime. Otpor's GOTV campaign built heavily on the existing infrastructure and the network of
oftices in Serbia, coupled with regular input from Freedom House on ways to reach out and find N G O
partners around the counuy. Freedom House helped Otpor made a final push through a telephone and
internet campaign that reached first-time voters.
ii. Reaching Outside the Capit;ll: Local Campaigns

One of the fundamental goals of Freedom House's Building Democracy in Serbia Pro-pm has been
to build the capacity of NGOs outside Belgrade. Freedom House recognized that any successful
democratic movement would require a nationwide engagement. Freedom House identified capable
NGOs, especially in central and southern Serbia, and supported them with much needed material
support.
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Freedom House's continued support to the Committee for Human Rights, a human-rights organization
from Leskovac (a traditional base of support for the Milosevic regime in southern Serbia) and new
suppon to the People's Parliament demonstrated the value of reaching outside the capital. The people
of Leskovac, led by these two organizations, defended their vote not only on October 5th, but a@in
on the streets of their own town, demanding and achieving the reversal of the stolen local elections.
The European Movement in Serbia, with offices in more than 10 towns in Serbia, built a particularly
effective network. The European Movement's office in Zrenjanin shared its Freedom House funded
promotional material with its regional offices and secured volunteers to cover very remote villages.
EMINS worked closely with Otpor, GI7 Plus, Nezavisnost and Civic Initiatives. fifty ELmS
members distributed 100,000 pieces of propaganda in one month, worked seven days a week and
canvassed more municipalities than planned.
The Center for Regionalism in Novi Sad created a colorful theme, "Let's Reach the Rainbow
Together" with materials in proportion to the national minorities in Vojvodina - for example. 14,000
posters in Hungarian, 5,000 in Slovakian, 3,000 in Romanian, and 2,000 in Ruthenian - and
distributed materials in cooperation with local NGOs in more than 14 towns where those minorities
have their greatest concentrations, including Ruthenian in Kula; Romanian in V~sac,Slovakian in
Backi Petrovac, and Hungarian in Kanzija.
Panonija Charity Association ventured into democracy-building for the first time, using their expertise
in social work to appeal to older voters. Two thousand people attended their concerts around N o n
Sad.
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With funding from Freedom House, the Women's Forum of the Association of Free and Independent
Trade Unions emblazoned 5,000 aprons with 'Recipe for Democracy' and organized actions in ten
regions in cooperation with multiple women's groups, thus expanding their network of volunteers and
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heightening their collective impact. This culminated in a large public meeting of all women's forces
on the Republic Square on September 16th. Freedom House had provided the idea of an apron, since
the Fomm works to empower impoverished, undereducated vote abstainers, who are not likely to
wear T-shirts. The Forum then continued by mobilizing people to defend their vote in the dramatic
days following the election.
Freedom House, on top of awards, leveraged grants with attention, hands-on advice, suggestions and
expertise based on extensive regional GOTV experience.
iii. Donor Coordination & Direct Guidance

"We are the European Movement without support from Europe. Our
American foundation support is what allows us to keep working."
- Jelica M&, European Movement
During the campaign, Freedom House was perhaps the only major GOTV donor that made it a
priority for its staff to visit all grantees in person. From offices in Belgrade and Budapest, staff
traveled to consult with and provide moral support to NGOs throughout the country that had been
struggling--in most cases on their own--due to their country's international isolation. These five
Freedom House staff members were able to visit in the thick of NGO campaigns in Subotica. Xovi
Sad, Zrenjanin, Kraljevo, Valjevo, Sabac, Zemun, Indjija, Nis, Leskovac, Bor, Negotin, Babusnica,
Uzice, Arilje, Novi Pazar, Pancevo, and Belgrade.
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Several NGOs - including CDF, EMINS, Leskovac Committee for Human Rights, and Group 4S.lspecifically told Freedom House that our guidance and advice provided imporrant contributions to
their success. Group 484, as just one example, was going to back down from its plans for door-tcdoor canvassing until Freedom House helped devise ways to ensure the safety of the volunteers during
the door-to-door campaign.
Freedom House played a central role in the Donor's Forum (bsted by the Canadian Embassy) semng
the standard for the forum with its transparency and speed in reporting grants and interest. Freedom
House coordinated with other donors such as Nonvegian People's Aid in order to cover the XGO
campaign in the western town of Sabac. Without the diplomatic protection afforded to embassy staff
from Great Britain, Netherlands, Germany, Canada, Freedom House decided to continue to take the
risks of participating in order to make the work of the forum more effective. The forum appreciated
this effort. The General Secretary of the European Movement, Jetica Minic, in unsolicited
comments, told Freedom House during campaign planning that. "We would be lost without you." .As
she left the press conference announcing the start of the European Movement's GOTV campais. she
told Freedom House "We are the European Movement without support from Europe. Our Xmerican
foundation support is what allows us to keep working."
In addition, Freedom House worked actively and energetically with other Serbia players in
Washinpton, D.C. and from Budapest. With this three-tiered approach - U.S., Bel-pde, and CEE Freedom House managed to play a valuable networking/voluntary coordination role, and contribute to
the efficient management of the overall USGtWestem assistance effort inside the country.
In Washington, Freedom House's reputation and unique access inside Serbia enabled it to contribute
substantially to the tactics and strategy debate inside the administration, as well as amonz the primary
institutional actors.
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From Budapest, Freedom House staff maintained a wide range of contacts and professional
relationships with both USG and other donors interested in Serbia. By virtue of its Budapest location
Freedom House was able to form close working relationships with NDI in particular, as well as with
GMF, I
N and other USADD partners, and work actively on coordination. Others with whom Freedom

House worked closely include the NED, the C.S. Mort Foundation (with whom Freedom House
implemented a separate re-granting program for NGOs in Serbia, beginning in July 2000). the King
Baudoin Foundation of Belgium the Open Society Institute, and others. Through its longstanding
membership on the steering committee of the Grantmakers East Group, Fredom House was perfectly
positioned to engage and work with other (non-USG) funders, and to help (where necessary) build
linkages between USALD implementing partners and other donors working towards common
objectives.
iv. In Country Networking
Freedom House's Building Democracy in Serbia P r o w has had a significant impact on encouragng
cooperation and coordination among the national and local NGO forces dedicated to democratic
change in Serbia.
For example, the Center for Democracy Foundation, with key support from Freedom House,
continued its series of NGO coordinating meetings that had started the previous year as a dialog
between all democratic political forces, including trade unions and opposition parties.
The "round table" model of discussion proved to be a viable forum for this important undertaking.
Building directly on this experience, Freedom House and Center for Democracy Foundation
organized a conference in June that set the stage for national GOTV activities. This two-day event
brought together representatives from nearly 100 NGOs as well as the major political opposition
groups. The meeting provided a comprehensive overview of the objectives, strategies, and
mechanisms of the GOTV program. Experienced GOTV leaden from Croatia, Serbia, and Ukraine
reviewed the GOTV programs that took place in their own countries, with a full discussion of the
respective roles, activities, and the results.
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This provided fodder for the emergence of several nationwide campaigns which were soon to emerge
under the banners of Exit2000 (100 NGOs), It's Time (60 NGOs and Otpor), and He's Finished
(Otpor).
there
W e the diversity and plurality of voices meant that all audiences would be addressed, at tiwas s~gnificantand unhealthy competition between the campaigns, which led to confusion, and
delays. On the other hand, the coordinating board meetings kept different groups and interests talking.
In the end, through this forum, much overlap and cooperation between campaigns was achieved. For
example, Pancevo Peace Committee organized a bike ride to the villages campaign. This campaign.
which inspired the public's imagination, was promoted in a CDF Press Conference, covered in the
media by coordinating board member ANEM, and Civic Initiatives designed its posters. The
campaign also captured public imagination. Group 484 lent its volunteers to all campai-m.
Cooperation hashed out at the round table was worked out in practice, based on needs and resources
and in a spirit of solidarity. All of the above-mentioned groups are Freedom House --tees,
highlighting the principle role Freedom House played in supporting not only the central organizing of
the campaign, but also by bringing in expea organizing experience from the OK98 campaign in
Slovakia, the Glas99 campaign in Croatia, as well as from the effort in Ukraine.
Prominent Freedom House beneficiaries and grantees became members of the Serbian Transitional
Government of expeas as ministers. In addition to the new leaders who visited Washingon as
Freedom House guests over in 1999 and 2000, more than two dozen Freedom House friends, -grantees
and alumni will serve in Parliament and local governments.

111. Regional Exchange Program
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A. Overview nnd Objectives

In addition to its grant-activity in Serbia, Freedom House also supported the efforts of NGOs outside
of Serbia to conduct cross-border programs in order to restore contacts and increase cooperation
between democratic activists in other countries in the region. In addition to rebuilding and
strengthening ties with their democratic counterparts in the region, this interaction generated and
demonstrated solidarity between the international democratic community and Serbia's formative
groups struggling against the regime.
The Regional Exchange Program (REP)also helped prepare Serbia for reinte-muon into re@onal,
CEE, and especially SEE initiatives and associations, by supporting cross-border cooperation of
counterpm NGOs. The relationships f o m d during this cooperation, and the knowledge created and
enhanced, will be an invaluable asset in the process of Serbia's political and economic inte-ption in
the region after the political reform and regime change.
These types of international (cross-border) exchanges and collaboration were relatively small in terms
of program budgets and quantity of program. However, they went far toward assuaging the thengrowing anxiety and discouragement among Serbia's citizens. NGOs, and political parties that the
international community had "abandoned" them by isolating both the regime and the general
population.
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In accordance with Freedom House's original proposal, exchanges sponsored and developed by
Freedom House targeted citizen participation though elections and community organization in
anticipation of elections in Serbia and with recognition of the need for civic education and
mobilization to lay the foundation for democratic smctures. A full listing of individual exchanges
arranged, developed, and funded by Freedom House with USAID support follows this section.
Regional exchanges adopted a variety of formats to respond to different objectives and an ever-fluid
situation inside Serbia. Visits between individual Serbian and CEE NGO activise. (to initiate future
partnerships or to transfer skills and experience) were the most common structure.
It should be noted that exchanges often serve as portals or introductions for organizations to form
longer lasting partnerships and working relationships. Often Freedom House will fund an exchange
for a relatively small amount, and based on beneficiary performance over time, will solicit larger
project proposals with different aim. On regional (cross-border) projects in particular, the exchange
program often serves as an incubator for larger project ideas with progressively k q e r potential
impact. In this fashion the REP proves to be a low-cost, valuable regional 'venture fund' which
creates results in itself, as well as paving a route to broader institutional development.

B. Activities
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During the course of the BDS Program, Freedom House sponsored 32 regional exchanges h v e e n
civic activists in Serbia and their counterparts throughout the region. To support the objectives of the
Building Democracy in Serbia Progmn, regional exchanges were designed and organized in three
principal forms. First, the program allowed for sharing other East European experiences in nongovernmental election-related activities with Serbian counterparts in order to create a sound base for
similar activities in the September 2000 elections. Second, building upon the vast success of these
civic activists, the BDS Program provided possibilities to export ideas to Western NIS countries.
Third, regional exchanges served as a tool to restore South East European linkages by funding
opportunities of Serbian civil society representatives to re-establish intellectual links with counterparts
based in other Balkan countries.
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With Freedom House's proactive design and implementation, a series of eight regional exchanges
took place prior to the elections in September 2000. Non-governmental election expens visited and
consulted with the most prominent election oriented Serbian groups. Experience was brought to
Serbia from NGOs in CEE, building on the remarkable record of success in the CEE countries.
(Examples lnclude GONG in Croatia and NOS in Slovakia.) Previous Freedom House activities in
the region helped to identify best practices and important actors in Slovakia, Croatia and Romania
and inject them into the Serbian NGO community. The program brought key leaders of the third
sector in these countries to assist with Serbian groups in preparing for a democratic voting.
Regional exchange activities of the BDS program were a successful means to help the Serbian NGO
sector become a mature contributor to the regional scene. Almost fifteen excbanges were initiated and
conducted to strengthen leadership and training skills of Serbian NGO professionals, and to give
others in the region, particularly in authoritarian lsemi-authoritarian countries in West NS, access to
this expertise. With the help of the Repional Exchange Program, Serbians have participated as
speakers on a number of events delivering key training to colleagues in Ukraine and Belarus on issues
such as youth mobilization, door-todoor campai-ging and canvassing, campaign outreach and
strategy, campaign marketing and message delivery, and women's issues.
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Regional exchanges contributed to the re-birth of South East European identity at a time when Balkan
regional integration is at the top of the agenda in many integration approaches, including the Stability
Pact for South Eastern Europe and the EU's Stabilization and Association Process. Ten exchanges
were dedicated for Serbian NGOs to reestablish intellectual links with colleagues in other SEE
countries. (Examples: Freedom House sponsored Balkan participantslexperts to attend the Third
Forum of Yugoslav NGOs in May 2001; regional exchange support enable ex-Yugoslav NGO
participation in a high profile seminar led by the Institute for Philosophy and Social Theory in
Belgradein March, one of the first such events under the new regime to bring official guests from
Croatia and Bosnia.) In addition to consciousness building, these exchanges tackled and elaborated
joint initiatives on fundamental issue areas such as minority and social rights, and civil society
development.
(See Tab Cfor a complete list of the regwnd exchanges funded through the BDS Program.)
C. Impact and Results

In the case of the Serbia program, numerous Serbian exchange hosts are now direct grantees, and a
handful of organizations and individuals have developed their own initiatives for applying their civic
expertise in other countries such as Belarus.
Freedom House augmented the impact of such exchanges by reaching beyond the capital for
participants. When appropriate, Freedom House included both Belgrade and local participants in an
exchange to provide opportunities for national partnerships.
Freedom House's regional exchanges built upon on the expertise and pannerships created through
previous Freedom House programs (specifically, the Rapid Response pro,^ for Serbia, and the
Regional Networking Program). The expertise of Obcianske oko and Nadacia pre o k i a n s h
spolocnost from Bratislava, Slovakia will be invaluable, as will be the partnership between the Center
for Free Elections and Democracy (CeSID), Belgrade, Serbia and Citizens Organized to Monitor
Elections (GONG), Zagreb, Croatia.
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Interestingly, in keeping with this developmental 'leapfrog' approach, following 5 October 2000 and
changes culmnating in democratic Serbian parliamentary elections in January 2001. Freedom House
immediately began to build on its programmatic asset base, arranging programs for Serbian youth
leaders from Otpor!, electlon monitoring experts from CeSID, and a host of other NGO and societal
leaders from Serbia with fresh experience in broad based civic activism in countries such as Belarus
and Ukraine. (See Tab C.)
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In line with Freedom House's regional approach, the expertise and resources of the Serbian NGO
community, while still in need of continuing support, may now be viewed as capital upon which
activists in other pre-transition or early transition countries may draw and access.

N. U.S.-Based Internships
A. Overview and Objectives
Through more than a dozen years of experience conducting professional exchanges, Freedom House
has found U.S.-based internship training to be one of several highly appropriate and effective tools to
stren-&en and build leadership within a society in transition. For NGOs, U.S.-based internship
training is an important and unique form of assistance that complements the fmancial assistance
provided through direct sub-grants, as well as the training and coordination assistance provided
through regional exchanges and internships.
Moreover, the high level of development and the role and influence enjoyed by U.S. NGOs is not
fully understood in CEE. One of the primary goals of the US.-based training component of the BDS
program was to provide an opportunity for the participants to build skills and to better appreciate the
possibilities for their own efforts. U.S.-based training provided the selected participants with the
opportunity to gain critical skills-in areas that included citizen mobilization, volunteer management,
media relations and public outreach, advocacy, and NGO grant and project management-by working
one-on-one with American colleagues in similar institutions. Participants did not merely discuss
issues of impoitance to the NGOs they represented, rather they actively participated in the day-t&y
functioning of the counterpart NGO to which they were assigned.
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Perhaps equally important, the U.S.-based internship training component was designed to provide a
unique opportunity for the participants to forge relationships with Americans at both host
organizations and homestays that will last well beyond the duration of their stay in the U.S. Given the
isolation of Serbia's citizens over the past ten years, the vilification of the U.S. via Serbia's statedominated media, and the inability of most Americans (especially 'officials' and quasi-officials. such
as senior governmental representatives) to travel into Serbia, professional, U.S.-based internships
represent a particularly important mechanism to rebuild and restore linkages between Americans and
Serbia's institutions, and their leading citizens.
Freedom House employed US. internships to support the objectives outlined by the BDS p r o - r n in
two important ways. First, internships were targeted to individuals from organizations that could best
benefit from and utilize the experience gained in the US., with the goal to build the capacity of their
organizations and contribute to overall democratic leadership development. Second, strong
preference was given to candidates with specific ideas on how to use the skills gained through the
internship in implementing concrete activities in Serbia upon their return home.
B. Activities
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The Building Democracy in Serbia P r o a m sponsored U.S.-based training for ten democratic
activists and NGO professionals from Serbia. The ten participants came to the U.S. durins three
scheduled sessions of the Visiting Fellows Program (Winter 2001, Summer 2001, and Fall 2001) and
each stayed in the U.S. for a duration of six weeks. The first week of the p r o - m consisted of an
intensive orientation schedule during which the participants met with American officials, journalists,
and civic activists to better understand the American policy and opinion-making community. During
that time, they were part of a larger group of participants that included other civic activists, journalists
and government officials from throughout the region. (See Tab D for copies of tlze Winter, Summer
and Fall 2001 orientdion program sclzedules.) During the following five weeks, the Serbians
worked directly with their professional counterpans in American NGOs in highly individualized
internships. These internships provided practical hands-on experience in a range of XGO
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management capacities, such as strategic planning, financial management, fundraising, advocacy. and
public relations. Following is a list of the BDS-funded participants and their US. internships.
Winter 2001 participants:

Igor Bandovic, Program Coordinator, Libergraf Civic Reading Room Uzice
US. Intemship(s): United Way of South Hampton Roads, Norfolk, VA and Citizens for
Pennsylvania's Future, Harrisburg, PA
Darko Ciric, Project Manager, Civic Library Pirgos, Pirot
U.S. Intemshids): Giveback Day, Edina, MN and American Lung Association.
Minneapolis, MN
Suzana Mrgic, Project Manager, G17 Plus, Belgrade
U.S. Internshids): Center for Strategic and International Studies, Washington, DC
Summer 2001 participants:

Ivana Aleksic, Program Officer, Center for Policy Studies, Belgrade
U.S. Internshids): Center for Strategic and International Studies, Washington, M3
Dusan Ignjatovic, Legal Advisor, Yugoslav Lawyers Committee for Human Rights,
Belgrade
US. Internshids): Legal Aid Bureau, Inc., Riverdale, MD
Natasa Pantic, Editor-in-Chief,FreeSerbia.org, Bel-mde
US. Internshids): Starnibune.com Minneapolis, MN
Milan Stefanovic, Executive Director, Protecta, Nis
US. Internshids): Center for Management Assistance, Kansas City, MO
Fall 2001 pam'cipants:

Ms. Ksenija Lazovic, Coordinator of the National Minorities Project, Helsinki Committee
for Human Rights, Belgrade
U.S. Internshids): Western Policy Center, Washington, IX

Ms. Vanja Rodic, Project Manager, League of Experts (LEX), Belgrade
US. Intemship(s): Research and Policy Reform Center, Washington, IX

Mr. Dusan Vasiljevic, Project Manager, Public Administration and Local Government
Center (PALGO), Belgrade
U.S. Internshids): The Uhan Institute, Washington, DC
C. Impact and Results
At the writing of this repon, Freedom House has brought 87 citizens of the Former Yu_goslaviato the
US. since 1990 for both training purposes and for visits with U.S. policy makers (67 have come from
the Republic of Serbia). These individuals now represent a core group of talent in the country, most
playing key roles in the political, media, and NGO opposition. While the success of these individuals
subsequent to their training speaks partly to the quality of the selection process for identifying
participants, it also indicates that the training itself has contributed to the capacity of these individuals
to succeed in their difficult endeavors. A few illustrative examples follow:
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In 1991, Natasa Vuckovic, then a lawyer and member of the Democratic Parry, participated in
Freedom House's program, completing professional internships with the offices of C o n p s m a n Don
Ritter @-PA), Senator Dennis DeConcini @-AZ), and Congresswoman Bentley (R-MD).
Throughout the past decade, IMS. Vuckovic has been an active player in Serbia's democratic
opposition, both as a party member and as Secretary General of the Center for Democracy
Foundation, a post she accepted in August 1995. As was noted above, in the 2000 preelection period,
Ms. Vuckovic and the CDF played a vital role by helping to develop a nehvork of KGOs that
implemented national and local campaign strategies. CDF used its extensive NGO experrise to assist
smaller, newer, and outlying NGOs in drafting, writing and translating proposals and also established
contact between these NGOs and donors. Since the 2000 elections, CDF has helped reestablish links
between Serbia's new government leaders and their counterparts in Hungary and Poland, by
organizing study visits for experts from FRY in areas of macro economic reform (including
privatization) and social issues (such as social security) to Poland and Hungary.
Aleksandar Marinkovic was an elected Member of the Vozdovac Municipal Council and sewed as
the International Secretary for the Democratic Party youth organization, Dem Youth. when he
participated in the program in 1997. After completing an internship with the Pinsburgh Urban
Redevelopment Authority he returned to Serbia and remained active in politics. He switched political
parties and by 2000 had been appointed Secretary of the Presidency of the Movement for Democratic
Serbia. In fall of 2000, Mr. Marinkovic was a member of the Central Campaig Headquarters of the
Democratic Opposition of Serbia and a member of expert team which formed a united list of DOS for
the federal and local elections. He was subsequently elected to the Belgrade City Assembly.
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In 1998, Miroslav Filipovic, then the President of the Uzice branch of the Civic Alliance, participated
in the program completing internships with the Ohio Republican Party, in Columbus, OH, the DXC
Training Academy, in Los Angela, CA, and the California Democratic Pany, in Sacramznto, CA.
Upon his return to Serbia, Mr. Fiipovic was actively involved in the activities of Liber-gaff, an NGO
he helped establish in Uzice. He also was highly active in the political sphere-he was nised to the
post of Vice-president of the Civic Alliance and was one of the key organizers of the DOS election
campaign prior to the September and December 2000 elections. He is currently a member of the
federal parliament.
(See Tab E for a full list of Freedom Honse-sponsored US.-based training participants from
Yugoslavitr)

Initial indications are that the participants sponsored through the BDS program have found their
experiences in the U.S. to be equally inspiring and beneficial. They reported increasing skills public
relations, advocacy, corporate and foundation fundraising, volunteer recruitment and mobilition.
organizational restructuring and specialization, and the use of pro bono legal aid. In addition, they
made valuable contacts and saw the power of the NGO sector in solving issues from community
development, to safeguarding human rights, to influencing foreign policy. Some remarks from their
evaluation forms follow:
' ' l hvery satisfied with my internship. 771isexperience opens for me and nry organisorion a
completely new approach to the things that we (my organization) did in the past and should
do in ourfuture-a systematic way with a lot of planning and research New nretlwds of
work that I learned in United Way will be irnplernented in Libergraf sprogrwns and activities
with the aim of d i n g a better conunwlity in my hometown. Some concrete ewnples are:
infrastructure developntent througl~ creating depamnents in specific areas; nterlwds of
fwrdraisingfrom corporations,finns and emnployees: increasing the nu~nberof volwlteers in
the organization as a valuoble ond most important resource: and rnarker research as a
source of potential contributors." -- Ignr Bandovic regarding his internship at the United
way

"I am very satisfied. 1 think that the biggest benejts for YUCOM will be fact thar I learned a
lot about organizational issues of pro born legal aid. So, I will try ro implement rim in o w
LAN project (lagal Aid Network). 771atproject (as well as projects of tltot gpe) is very
importantfor the democratization of Serbia. - Dusan Ignjiatovic regarding his intemship at
the Legal Aid Bureau in Maryland
"

"'I am happy with the organization selected for my internship. I don't think there is a single
organization in the U.S. that would have provided me with what I wanted better than UI.
They were willing to share techniques and materials they developed and used for improving
local government in transition countries. I am sure that most of it could be, with little or IW
adaptation at all, used in Serbia. And improving local democracy is the best way for
pronwting democracy in any society." - Dusan Vasitjevic regarding his intemship at the
Urban Institute

(See Tnb F for copies of art2.clt-s written on or about the participants during their program andfor
complete copies of their internship evaluafions.)

As can be discerned from the participant evaluations, the program h g provided them with ideas, skills
and contacts that will better enable them to conduct their important work back in Yugoslavia. At the
same time, the program has provided by the participants with a newfound confidence by exposing
them to the world's oldest and most developed tradition of civic activism and volunteerism.
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Finally, the program provided a rare opportunity to introduce leaders from the country's NGO sector
not only to one another, but also to individuals from different professions (governance, media, and
economic development) from countries throughout Central and Eastern Europe and the NIS. Other
participants to whom the Serbians were exposed during their pro,gams included journalists, civic
activists, and government officials from Albania, Bosnia and Hercegovina, Bulgaria, Macedonia,
Romania, Slovakia, and Ukraine. This interaction further contributed to the objective of establishing
regional linkages.
None of this would have been possible without the careful selection of appropriate candidates.
Freedom House is confident that it successfully targeted participants from organizations that could
best benefit from and utilize the experience gained in the U.S. and who had specific ideas on how to
use the skills gained through the intemship in implementing concrete activities in Serbia upon their
return home. In this regard, it is worth noting that all of the participants represent organizations,
which have received subgrants from Freedom House to conduct election-related or democracybuilding initiatives and two of the participants have participated in regional exchanges with NGOs
from other countries following their US.training.
V. Conclusion

Freedom House has played a major role in revitalizing Serbia's NGO sector by providing expertise,
guidance, linkages, and resources. Today, the NGO sector is vastly stronger and more capable of
influencing and mobilizing the public. With the civil society sector reinvigorated, its infrastructure
and core rebuilt, its reach extended throughout the country, new partnerships and links developed and
strengthened, and the sector's credibility proven by action, NGOs are now perhaps the country's
biggest asset in the ongoing struggle to bring democracy to Serbia. For the first time, the democratic
opposition appealed to the NGO sector for help, and after years of misunderstandings, for the first
time admitted in broad ways that the political forces need the NGO forces. This would have been
unthinkable just a year ago, before Freedom House's round tables, among other initiatives helped to
bridge the gaps. As national pressures mount on the new leadership, Freedom House hopes that this
NGO credibility and the invigorated sense of citizenship will help give flight to the fled@ing
democracy.
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The impact of Freedom House's grant program has been significant. It responded quickly, decisively,
and intelligently to the needs and opportunities in Serbiak volatile and unpredictable political
environment. At the same time, the regional exchanges provided a timely and relevant means of
transferring experience both in and out of Serbia, and the U.S.-based mining has built skills.
confidence and networks that will contribute to a smong and healthy leadership base within the
country.
The Freedom House Building Democracy in Serbia Propram has played a major role in first semng
the stage for the democratic end of the Milosevic era and the upcoming phase of bringing democracy
to Serbia.

VI.

Enclosures:

Tab A: Copies of announcements from the Freedom House mobilization grant competition for both
September and December elections
Tab B: Complete list of grants funded through the BDS Program
Tab C: Complete list of the regional exchanges funded through the BDS Program
Tab D: Copies of the Winter, Summer and Fall 2001 orientation program schedules
Tab E: List of Freedom House-sponsored US.-based mining participants from Yugoslavia
Tab F: Copies of articles written on or about the
internship evaluations

during their p r o - m and copies of their

TAB A
Freedom House Grant Program Announcement
Serbia Elections I Elections in Serbia
Freedom House (FH) is pleased to announce a grant program for non-govemntal
organizations (NGOs) in Serbia to support public education and voter participation
initiatives related to elections in Serbia on September 24 2000.
FOUbDW 1911

Purpose & Goals

FH supports NGOs as important resources for encouraging citizen participation in the elections
process. The primary purpose of this grant program is to encourage an open, free and fair
elections process by increasing the awareness and involvement of citizens. Indirectly, the grant
program strengthens the capacity of Serbian NGOs to play a significant role in public life and
conmbute to the country's difficult transition to democracy.
Funding Priorities

FH places a priority on supporting NGO projects with the following ingredients. Projects should:
=

=
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have a well defined target group or issue - the project should speak to a clearly defined group
or issue in order to better inform the electorate and increase voter turnout. Target numbers
should be specific;
increase the information available to citizens;
encourage higher voter participation;
reach si,@icant
numbers of voters throughout the country, not just in the largest cities.
Projects implemented jointly by two or more NGOs are especially competitive in proposal
review.

Types of projects FH can support (not a comprehensive list):
1. Voter m o b i t i o n -Identify a target group andlor region, and use creative ways to motivate
it to exercise its right to vote. Examples: door-todoor volunteer campaigns; transport
services for rural, elderly or disabled voters to polls.
2. Voter education. Inform potential voters about key issues and the way parties and candidates
will address them. Examples: brochures or manuals on the voting system; discussions or
roundtables; posters, public opinion surveys on broad issues. Emphasis should be on
presentation and discussion of issues without lobbying for particular action and on reaching a
significant portion of the target group.
3. Monitoring: Observe and monitor polling places or media coverage of election-related
issues; assess the legal environment for the electoral process. Examples: domestic volunteer
election monitoring projects, exit polling.

FH cannot support projects and activities which:
W

9call for specific action upon or express a single opinion on a piece of legislation
9favor one candidate or political party over another or make endorsements or criticize one
candidate or political party over another.

9have such a narrow focus that it likely may lead the audience to be biased in some way for or
against a party or candidate.

Eligibility
To qualify for a Freedom House Serbia Elections grant, the applicant must be a legally registered
NGO in Serbia, dedicated to democratic reform, and committed to upholding the principles of
non-partisanship.
How to Apply
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Applicants should submit a brief project proposal at the address listed below with the foUowvhg
contents:
* Background - describe the local circumstances and the election-related issue of the
project(two concise paragraphs)
= Objective -How does the project seek to address the issue? What will it achieve? (Brief and
clear)
= Activities -describe the concrete activities of the project
= Tieline
= Results - How will you specifically measure success?
= Budget - detailed project-related costs should not exceed 15,000 USD; joint project budgets
may be 15,000 USD per organization; identify other project funding sources.
Proposals are due at the below address by 10 August 2000.
For more information, contacc
Serbia Elections Program
Freedom House
Menesi ut 18
Budapest 11 18, Hungary
teUfart (36 1) 466 9879;385 0985
jh C3freedomhouse.h~

Freedom House: Najava programa
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Freedom House (FH) irna zadovoljstvo da najavi program finansiranja nevladinih
organizacija (NVO) u Srbiji za podrSku javnom obrazovanju i inicijativama glasatkog
uEeSia, vezan za izbore u Srbiji 24. Septembra 2000.
WIA"ED 19.11

Svrha i ciljevi

uzP ~ ! " ,

C.S. Mott
Foundario

FH podriava NVO kao v&e resurse ohrabrivmja uEeSfa gradana u izbornom procesu.

Glavna svrha programa je promovisanje otvorenog, slobodnog i poStenog izbornog
procesa, podizanjem gradanske svesti i uEeSfa. Posredno, program snaii sposobnoni srpskih
NVO da igraju znatajnu ulogu u javnom iivotu i da doprinose sloienoj tranziciji zemlje ka
demokratiji.

Prioriteti

FH prioritetno podriava projekte NVO koji:

*

=

imaju precimo odredenu ciljnu grupu ili pitanje - projekat treba da se obrak jasno odredenoj
p p i ili pitanju radi bolje obaveStenosti biraEkog tela i poveCanja broja glasab. Broj Elanova
ciljne grupe treba da bude specifkovan;
poveiavaju koliEinu informacija dostupnih g a d a n h a ;
ohrabmju poveiano uEeSCe u glasanju;
dostiiu maEajan broj biraEa Sirom zemlje, a ne samo po najveiim gradovima.

=

Projekti koje zajednicki primenjuju dve ili viSe NVO su naroEito konkurentni u odabiru.
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Vrste projekata koje F'H moie podriati (ovim se lista ne o p i t a v a ) :
4. Mobilizaeija glasaza: Identifikovanje ciljoe grupe i/ili regiona i, koriSCenjem kreatimih
naEina, motivisanje gradana da iskoriste svoje pravo glasa. Primeri: dobrovoljne kampanje od
vrata do vrata; usluge prevoza glasaEima sa sela, starijim glasatima i glasaEima invalidima
5. Obrazovanje glasata: ObaveStavmje potencijalnih glasaEa o kljutnim pitanjima i o natinu
na koji Ce im se stranke i kandidati obraCati. Primeri: broSure ili uputstva o sistemu glasanja;
rasprave i okrugli stolovi; plakati; istraiivanja javnog mnenja o ramirn pitanjima. Kaglasak
treba da bude u predstavljanju nekih problema. nspravi o njima bez zalaganja za posebne
akcije i dosezanju znatajnog dela ciljne grupe.
6. Posmatranje glasanja: Posmatranje i nadzor biratkih mesta ili medijskog prafenja pitarja
vezanih za izbore; ocena pravnog okruienja u izbornom procesu. Primen: projekti
nadgledanja izbora koje sprovode domaCi dobrovoljci, a n k e t k j e birab po n a p u h j u
glasatkih mesta.
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FH ne moie podriati projekte i aktivnosti koje:

9favorizuju jednog
W

kandidata ili stranku spram drugih, ili podriavaju ili kritikwju jednog
kandidata ili stranku spram drug*

9imaju suienu perspektivu koja moie navoditi publiku da na neki nafin pristrasno bude za ili
protiv neke stranke ili kandidata;

9pozivaju na posebnu akciju povodom nekog posebnog pravnog akta ili inaiavajn posebno
miSljenje o nekom posebnom pravnom aktu.

Da bi bili kvalifikovani za fmansijsku podrSku FH za izbore u Srbiji, kandidati moraju biti W O
registrovane u Srbiji, posveiene demokratskoj refonni i stranatki neutralne.

Kako se prijaviti?

W

Kandidati treba da podnesu saiet predlog projekta koji sadrii sledeCe:
= Pozadiia - opis lokalnih okolnosti i vezanosti projekta za izborna pitanja (u dva s a k t a
pasusa)
Cilj - Kako se projekat odnosi prema problemu? Sta Ce postiii? (saieto i jasno)
= Aktivnosti - opis konkretnih aktivnosti u o k v i i projekta
Vremenski raspored
= Rezultati - kako Cete oceniti uspeh?
a
Budiet - detaljni troSkovi projekta koji ne treba da predju 15.000 amerifki dolara; budieti
zajednirkih projekata mogu biti 15.000 ameritkih dolara po organizaciji; navesti ostale izvore
finansiranja projekta.

FH je posveiena principima nestranarja i saradnje sa svim relevantnim organizacijama u
pomaganju slobodnog i poStenog izbornog procesa.
Predlozi na engleskom jeziku treba da na donju adresu stignu do 10. Avgusta 2000.
Za vise informacija konraktirari:

Serbia Elections Program
Freedom House
Menesi ut 18
Budapest I 118, Hungary
re@: (36 1) 466 9879; 385 0985
jh @freedomhouse.hu

Freedom House Grant Program Announcement
Serbian Parliamentary Elections
December 2000
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Freedom House (FH) is pleased to announce a grant pro-,
for non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) in Serbia to support public education and voter participation
initiatives related to Serbian parliamentary elections on December 23,2000.
Purpose & Goals
muNDW1941

FH considers NGOs to be important resources for encouraging citizen participation in the

elections process. The primary purpose of this grant pro,mm is to encourage an open,
free and fair parliamentary election process by increasing the awareness and involvement of
citizens. Indirectly, the grant program should strengthen the capacity of Serbian NGOs to play a
significant role in public life and contribute to the country's democratic transition.
Priorities

FH places priority on supporting NGO projects with the following characteristics. Projects
should:
=

t
.
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encourage higher voter participation, educate an audience about important issues and
problems which may be affected by the outcome of the election, or help ensure that the
election is free and fair.
have a well defined target group andlor issue.
reach significant numbers of voters throughout the country, not just in the largest cities.

Projects focusing upon rural voters/regions will be given special consideration.
Projects implemented jointly by two or more NGOs are especially competitive in proposal
review.
Eligibility
To qualify for a Freedom House Serbia Elections grant, the applicant-must be a legally registered
NGO in Serbia, dedicated to democratic reform and committed to upholding the principles of
non-partisanship.
How to Apply
Applicants should submit a brief project proposal at the address listed below with the following
contents:
Background - describe the local circumstances and the election-related issue of the project
(two paragraphs maximum)
= Objective -How does the project seek to address the issue? What will it achieve? (Brief and
clear)
= Activities - describe the specific activities of the project
= Timetable
= Results - if the project is funded, how will its success be measured?
Budget. (Most , w t s awarded will be approximately S10.000 or less.)
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Applicants are advised that Freedom House will share information about proposals received with
other donors active in Serbia.

Deadline

e4

Proposals are due at the address below by close of business on Wednesday, November 29 2000
Applications received after that date will be considered ad hoc subject to availability of funds.
For more infonnation, contact:
Serbia Elections Program
Freedom House
Menesi ilr 18
Budapest 11 18, Hungary
t e r n (36 1) 466 9879; 385 0985,385-3108
j71@freedomhouse.hu

TAB B
GRANT LIST (71 grants awarded totaling $747,000)
W
A.

September 2000 election-related grants (43 grants awarded totaling S185,760)

The Pirgos Civic Reading Room, Pirot, Serbia
Support for the "Education of Future Politicians in Eastern Serbia," the organization of four threeday
seminars in Pirot and Soko Banja in August and September 2000, with the purpose of educating the future
political and third sector leaders for the future democratic government in eastern Serbia. The seminars
provided training in leadership skills, education about the political process and prepared them for the
presidential elections on September 24,2000.
(Awarded: July 21,2000, budget: $14,760).
Belgrade Centre Human Rights, Nis Branch, Serbia
Support for the "Use Your Rights" project, a threeday seminar in September 2000, which offered
education to the leaders and future activists of the local student organizations about the significance and
meaning of human rights. This grant also covered the information campaign about human rights, through
production and distribution of a manual ("Human Rights for Beginners") on basic human rights.
(Awarded: July 21,2000, budget: $6,172).
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Center for Democratic Culture (CDC), Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the "Preconditions for Development of Local Democracy in the Republic of Serbia" study.
Through public opinion polls, research, and interviews, CDC analyzed the performance of Serbia's local
municipalities, the level of citizen participation in local decision-making process, and impact of support
programs. The project fmdings were distributed to various publications and were promoted and advocated
through public and press events.
(Awarded: August 18,2000, budget: $15,000).
Center for Antiwar Action (CAA), Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the "Get Out the Vote - Village Takes Part in Making the Decision" project, which attempted
to increase voter education, awareness and turn out in rural Serbia through a door-todoor campaign,
volunteer activism and public outreach.
(Awarded: August 8,2000; budget: $25,000).
Political Academy for Central and Southeastern Europe (PACE) I CSP, Sofia. Bulgaria
Support for the "Support for the Local Democratic Agenda in FRY"project, which provided nehvwking
opportunities for Serb, Bulgarian and Slovak NGOs and local government representatives to pave the
road for a democratic transition process in FRY. Through
- travel and training- seminars, PACE introduced
the experience of Bulgarian and Slovakian policy-oriented NGOs during past democratic reform
programs
in the two countries, contributing to a durable cooperation between representitives of political
.
figures of Serbian "free cities" and local
groups and ahvancing the democratic transition on the
local level in FRY. PACEglso hosted an international press center in September during the elections,
engaging prominent Bulgarian, Serbian and other Balkan political commentators and politicians to
comment on developments inside the country, and to increase the level of knowledge and information
available to the public about them.
(Awarded: August 15,2000; budget: $25,000).
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Center for Poticy Studies (CPS), Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the "Public Opinion Surveys as the Bases of the GOTV Campaign."The project provided
opposition parties, media, and NGOs with expert services and with a number of opinion surveys
throughout Serbia on election related projects, that helped persuade perspective voters about the
importance of their vote.
.
(Awarded: August 16,2000; budget: $15,000).
Libergraf, Uzice, Serbia
Support for the "GOTV -Local Campaign - Uzice 2000." The project mobilized citizens, especially the
young and undecided voters for the September elections, provided them with the information about
elections, through mini tours, parties, talk shows, and local concerts.
(Awarded: August 8,2000, budget: $10,000).
Group 484, Belgrade, Serbia
Support for "200,000 Leaflets and 100,000 posters: Why Elections 2000 in Serbia," a pant enabling the
distribution of leaflets and posters in all parts of Serbia. Through announcements and campaign slo,ws
distributed in a door-todoor campaign, the project animated voters and increased their knowledge about
the importance of the elections.
(Awarded: September 22,2000; budget: $10,000).
League of Experts (LEX), Belgrade, Serbia
Support to build the institutional capacity of LEX, an important new policy NGOIthink tank that focuses
on legal reform in Serbia.
(Awarded: August 10,2000, budget: $18,000).
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Center for Free Elections and Democracy (CeSID), Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the "Election Monitoring: Training for Trainers and Recruiting and Training Volunteers"
project. The grant covered promotion of democratic values and the rule of law in FRY by emphasizing the
importance of voting and building bridges between political opponents. Activities included mining
programs, publications, and non-partisan domestic monitoring. Additional request for funding was
approved, partially covering Election Day activities on September 24,2000.
(Awarded: August 4,2000, budget: $50,000, Additional funds awarded: July 31,2001; budget: $18,000).
Council for Democratic Changes (CDC), Belgrade, Serbia
Support for "Problems and Solutions for Democratic Government of Serbia." The , m t covered the
production of a TV talk show as a part of the nation-wide consultative and interactive informadon
process, with the goal to increase electoral turnout by persuading and informing voters about the
importance of their vote. The grant also partially covered the operational costs of the Council.
(Awarded: August 14,2000; budget: $20,000).
People's Parliament, Leskovac, Serbia
Support for the "Static and Portable Animator - Obtain Changes" project, a campaign to animate
undecided (and otherwise potential abstainers) young people in rural and urban areas through video and
music evenings. Leaflets, booklets, and posters were distributed to try to overcome the lack of
information on the elections, particularly in rural areas.
(Awarded: August 24,2000; budget: $5,000).
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Women's Peace Group & Center for Civic Education, Pancevo, Serbin
Support for the GOTV campaign "Be United, Be Present." The grant covered distribution of leaflets.
badges, posters, t-shirts (printed w/ campaign logos and listing reasons to vote), workshops in
surrounding nine villages. The campaign was targeted at empowering and encouraJ&g women voters.
(Awarded: August 24,2000; budget: $4,500).
Women's Forum of the Association of the Free and Independent Trade Unions (WF-AHTL!,
Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the "Get Out and Be Active." The grant covered distribution of leaflets and symbolic presents
(aprons, embroidered with slogans "Get Out and Be Active" and "the Recipe for Democracy") to appeal
and animate working women.
(Awarded: August 24,2000, budget: $7,500).
Croatian Academic Society, Subotica, Serbia
Support for the "Motivating Croat - Bunjevac Minority in Subotica to Vote." The , a t covered activities
with the aim to encourage 22,000 members of Croat-Bunjevac minority group to go out and vote. Leaflets
and brochures were distributed, door-todoor volunteer campaigns was organized, uanspon services for
the elderly were provided, monitoring at polling places was secured and public meetings were held.
(Awarded: August 24,2000; budget: $1,300).
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Theatre "Ogledalo", Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the "Dialogue in Hell Between Machiavelli and Montesquieu." The , w t covered ten
performances, which included educating the audience to recognize forms of rule and methods of
manipulation, and encouraged them to decide against all forms of dictatorship. The theater performance
covered topics of despotism, human rights and deprivation, institutions that constitute a society:
parliamentary and election systems, press, education, police, m y - and the illusionary nature of these in
a dictatorial regime.
(Awarded: August 23,2000, budget: $9,000).
Center for Regionalism, Novi Sad, Serbia
Support for the "Motivating Vojvodina National Minorities to Vote on September 24,2000 Elections."
Project activities included getting familiar with the practice of inter-regional linking and cooperation in
modem Euro~eand ~ossibilitiesof including Yugoslav regions into those trends:- eneagemnt of study
groups in the elaboration of topics on regionalism; establishing of cross-border cooperation between
particular regions; advocacy and democratization and decentralization of Serbia; building civil society
institutions; &d promotin~multiculturalismin FRY.The propaganda material was printed in all
languages of minorities living in Vojvodina.
(Awarded: August 24,2000, budget: $8,000).
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European Movement in Serbia, Local Council Zrenjanin, Serbia
Support for the "Voter Mobilization, Door-to-door and Internet Campaigns." Project activities included
door-todoor visits to cover about 12,000 voters over the course of the 40day campaign. On the Election
Day, the teams helped the elderly and the disabled people to reach the polling stations and collected
copies of election results after the close of polling stations, making this information available for external
controllers.
(Awarded: August 24,2000; budget: $2,000).
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Roma Music, Novi Sad, Serbia
Support for the "For Better Life" project, which included door-todoor visits and organizing meetings
with Roma population to encourage the participation in elections and change - throughout Vojvcdina - of
a generally apolitical minority. A monthly bulletin was published about social and political activities.
(Awarded: August 24,2000, budget: $3,000).
Rasvit, A r i k Serbia
Support for the "I am the One Who is Asked on 24/9/00 project, which encouraged voters to participate
in the elections, informing them about the importance of the elections and their vote, organizing a film
week, a door-todoor campaign, distributing towels and t-shirts with encouraging messages, and
providing students with train and bus tickets to their home towns on the day of the elections.
(Awarded: September 5,2000; budget: $5,000).
Center for Advanced Legal Studies, Belgrade, Serbia
Support for "Free Legal Aid in Issues and Cases Related to the Electoral Process." Project activities
included free legal consulting for those individuals and groups endagered because of their public activities
related to preelection process to increase general voter turn out.
(Awarded: August 24,2000, budget: $6,300).
Network of the Committees for Human Rights in SE Serbia, Nis. Serbia
Support for "Use Your Vote" project, which included activities to encourage and mobilize voters via a
video campaign informing about the necessity of voting.
(Awarded: August 25,2000, budge: $14,810).
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Roma Information Center, Kragujevac, Serbia
Support for "Motivating Roma Population to Vote." The project activities included encouraging the
Roma population in suburbs of Serbia's cities to vote in the elections on Sept. 24,2000 through
platforms, distributing pamphlets and questionnaires, and a door-todoor campaign.
(Awarded: August 24,2000; budget: $5,000).
Committee for Human Rights, Negotin, Serbia
Support for the "Go Out and Vote" project. Activities included encouraging the youth, the elderly, and
women to vote in the September elections by organizing rock festivals, video campaigns; and distributing
pamphlets, shirts, and brochures.
(Awarded: August 31,2000; budget: $5,000).
Center for Urban Education, Vrsac, Serbia
Support for "Step Out." Project activities included educating the youth of Vrsac about elections, and
encouraging them to step out to vote by distributing posters, t-shirts, and organizing rock concerts.
(Awarded: August 23,2000, budget: $3,500).
Charity Association "Panonija," Novi Sad, Serbia
Support for "Vote for Tomorrow." Project activities included increasing voter participation among the
elderly by making campaign materials, organizing talks and discussions with the help of trained young
volunteers, and a door-todoor campaign.
(Awarded: August 29,2000; budget: $5,000).
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Committee for Human Rights, Nis, Serbia
Support for "A Ticket to Vote." Project activities included encouraging the youth to vote in the
September elections by purchasing students train tickets to their native towns on the day of the elections.
(Awarded: August 31,2000; budget: $8,000).
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Civic Forum & EHO Zaman, Novi Pazar, Serbia
Support for 'The Elections of 2000 are Your Choice and the Rights of Citizens." Project activities
included encouraging the people in the Sanjak area to vote in the September elections through concerts.
Also, they provided transportation of voters on the day of elections.
(Awarded: September 1,2000; budget: $5,000).
European Movement, Local Council in Kraljevo, Serbia
Support for "Candidates Forum: Citizens Ask Politicians Respond." Project activities included increasing
voter participation and informing citizens about the different political platforms by making campaign
materials and organizing a candidate forum.
(Awarded: August 25,2000; budget: $8,000).
CEMED - Center for Multiethnic Dialogue, Novi Pazar, Serbia
Support for "Choose Future." The project activities included rock concerts and distributing campaign
materials to increase voter participation and inform citizens about the importance of voting.
(Awarded: August 26,2000, budget: $6,500).
Free Serbia, Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the 'Website for Supporting GOTV Campaigns of United NGO Scene Entitled Exit 2000."
The project activities included ensuring a free flow of information among NGOs engaged in the election
campaign, and informing the electorate about the developments on the terrain by documenting elections,
graphically representing the NGO GOTV campaigns, giving legal expert commentaries, cooperating with
other independent media, setting up a separate Internet domain to present election results.
(Awarded: August 23,2000, budget: $10,000).
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Village Doorstep '98, Sabac, Serbia
Support for "Mobilizing Young People to Vote in the Upcoming Local, Parliamentary and the
Presidential Elections." Project activities included encouraging the young in the Sabac region to vote in
the September elections by holding eight panel discussions and distributing leaflets and posters.
(Awarded: August 21,2000, budget: $1,350).
Zena Woman).,,Nis.. Serbia
Support for "Get Out and Be Active." The grant covered activities focused on raising women's
consciousness about human rights and elections, increasing their number on the political scene and
materials, holdini press conferences,
increasing their turn out in theelections by distributing
round tables, activities in the streets, and publishing articles in local newspapers.
(Awarded: September 1,2000; budget: $4,500).
Belgrade Civil Resistance, Belgrade. Serbia
Support for the "Education of Domestic Observers." The grant covered activities to include distributing
short manuals to domestic observers, as well as buying air time for video shows in order to educate voters
about the September elections.
(Awarded: August 30,2000; budget: $1,150).
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Protecta,. Nis. Serbia
Support for "Hygiene for Democracy." The grant covered activities that included distribution in southern
Serbia of packages containing
- invitations to vote, notes on the most common electoral irregularities, and
the date of the ejections.
(Awarded: August 30,2000; budget: $6,000).
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Movement for Modern Society, Zemun, Serbia
Support for "Get Out to Vote." The grant covered informing the voters (even those who live abroad)
about the significance of elections, their rights and voting techniques with the Internet, web presentations,
leaflets, and pamphlets.
(Awarded: August 30,2000; budget: $4,773).
Committee for Human Rights, Bor, Serbia
Support for "Elections -Eastern Serbia." The project attempted to educate voters thiough video
campaigns, by setting up an information center, and organizing concerts, as well as monitoring the
elections (especially in the rural areas in eastern Serbia).
(Awarded: September 1,2000; budget: $5,000).
Comettee for Human Rights, Valjevo, Serbia
Support for "Elections 2000." The grant covered printing stickers for vehicles used to block traffic on
October 5,2000 and to provide refreshments and fuel for participants in the boycott against the second
round of presidential elections.
(Awarded: August 29,2000, budget: $5,600).
Action United Group, Indjija, Serbia
Support for "Come Out and Vote - Srem 2000." The grant covered activities aimed at encouri,+g voters
to participate in the presidential elections by making direct contact with citizens, dismbuting leaflets and
other materials, and transporting voters to the polling stations.
(Awarded: September 4,2000; budget: $5,000).
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CDF Center for Democracy Foundation, Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the "Information Center for the NGO Preelection Campaigns." Project activities included
setting up an information center, with four working teams, providing election related information,
monitoring assistance, press releases, etc. for NGOs in Serbia.
(Awarded: September 16,2000; budget: $9,060).
Ljuba Davidovic Foundation, Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the "Serbia Tomorrow" project, which included activities initiating public debates by
organizing five round tables involving NGO activists, members of professional associations and political
parties.
(Awarded: September 4,2000; budget: $4,430).
Pro Democracy Association (F'DA), Bucharest, Romania
To support the "Democracy Bridges" project. As part of a regional effort to increase international
presence and monitoring during the tenuous Yugoslav presidential and parliamentary elections of
September 24,2000, PDA endeavored to recruit, train and equip at least fifty Romanian election
observers. The organization's application for accreditation to monitor was rejected by Yugoslav
authorities, and as a result only the preparations & advance work for the mission were realized. Project
originally conceived in office of US Ambassador William Montgomery as a regional monitoring mission
involving expert NGOs from Bulgaria, SIovakia, Romania.
(Awarded: September 11,2000; budget: M2,555).
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Otpor, Belgrade. Serbia
Support for the "Get Out the Vote - Project Serbia 2000." The campaign consisted of several sub
campaigns: targeting urban population (especially the first time voters), targeting medium towns (up to
60,000 voters) population and the rural population. Activities: Series of concerts, caravan of celebrities (a
tour of public persons through Serbia), volunteer centers, media campaigns, and PR - Marketing
teamwork.
(Awarded: August 31,2000, budget: $47,000).

B.

December 2000 election-related grants (17 grants awarded totaling $101,846)

Civic Development of Consciousness, Babusnica, Serbia
Support for "Babusnica 2000." Project activities included transporting the elderly and people living in
remote villages to polling stations on December 23,2000 for the parliamentary elections. Two days
before the elections, door-todoor activities to mobilize registered voters in villages were organized.
(Awarded: December 22,2000, budget: $1,000).
Roma Information Center, Kragujevac, Serbia
Support for "Your Choice, Your Right." The project aimed to mobilize the Roma population in western
and central Serbia to vote in the December elections by providing information about elections,
distributing leaflets, pamphlets, hats, scarves, etc.
(Awarded: December 12,2000; budget: $5,000).
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Action United Group, Indjija, Serbia
Support for "Come Out and Vote - Come Out and Solve - Srem 2000." The campaign activities included
the production and distribution of promotional materials (calendars, grocery bags, mugs, t-shirts, posters,
leaflets, and pencils), round table meetings and a media campaign. The target group includes: youth.
minorities, rural population, women and the elderly.
(Awarded: December 13,2000; budget: $3,100).
CAA - Center for Antiwar Action, Belnrade. Serbia
Support for "Get Out to Vote - village G k e s Part in Making the Decision." The campaign activities
included the production and the distribution of promotional materials, discussions with potential voters in
rural areas, and the media campaign. This gran;covered the cost of the production and door-tdoor
distribution of promotional materials.
(Awarded: December 14,2000; budget: $10,000).
Village Doorstep '98,Sabac, Serbia
Support for "Improvement of the NGOs in the Electoral Process." The grant covered activities to mobilize
the youth and the elderly by organizing cultural and entertainment programs, distributing pens and printed
material.
(Awarded: December 14,2000, budget: $2,000).
Libergraf, Uzice, Serbia
Support for the "GOTV Local Campaign - Folk the Vote IL" Project activities included mobilization of
citizens in villages with the lowest percent of electoral turn out and activities included: all day chess
tournaments, open discussions, dancing parties, etc.
(Awarded: December 14,2000; budget: $2,560).
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Committee for Human Rights, Leskovac, Serbia
Support for "Committee's Preelection." The project aimed to mobilize citizens in SE villages by
distributing leaflets, posters, and traveling to villages with loud speakers.
(Awarded: December 12,2000; budget: $5,000).
Damad Cultural Center from Novi Pazar & Women's Forum, Prijepolje. Serbia
Support for "In the Name of the Future - Vote for Multiculturalisn" The aim of the project was to
maximize voter mobilization and education of voters in Sanjak. The target group was: intellectuals,
educational workers, employees, and the youth. Activities included: production and distribution of
promotional materials, organization of round tables and public tribune events.
(Awarded: December 12,2000; budget: $7,136).
Forum NGO, Kraljevo, Serbia
Support for "Let Us Also See the Light for Once."The project's aim was to maximize voter mobilization
and education in rural areas. Activities included a door-todoor campaign, a media campaign, round table
discussions, and the production and distribution of posters and leaflets.
(Awarded: December 13,2000; budget: $5,000).
Protecta, Nis, Serbia
Support for "Letters for the First Time Voters." The project aimed at maximizing voter education and
mobilization in rural areas of southern Serbia. The target group was young, first time voters. Activities
included the production and distribution of a booklet about voter rights, and distribution of leaflets,
stickers and brochures.
(Awarded: December 13,2000; budget: $3,100).
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Urban Workshop, Vrsac, Serbia
Support for "Village 2000." The aim of the project was to increase voter turn out in rural Vrsac in the
parliamentary elections by means of multi-media campaign: visiting villages, distributing shirts, badges,
leaflets and other types of propaganda material.
(Awarded: December 14,2000; budget: $3,500).
Education Center, Leskovac, Serbia
Support for "Animators in the Second Round." The aim of the project was to increase the electoral turn
out among the young, the employed (over 45 years of age), and women in the rural areas and urban
centers in the December elections by organizing a door-to-door, Internet and phone campaign, and
distributing promotional material.
(Awarded: December 14,2000; budget: $5,000).
Network of the Committees for Human Rights, Nis, Serbia
Support for " C o n f m Your Elections." The grant covered activities to increase electoral tum out among
the young, to educate them about the values of the civic society by distributing packets, making surveys,
organizing concerts, etc.
(Awarded: December 13,2000, budget: $8,000).
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Village Development Center, Vrbnica. Serbia
Support for "Election 2000 -Sowing for New age." The project aimed to animate citizens to vote,
provide the information on the importance of the Serbian parliamentary elections, and strengthen the third
sector in the Aleksandrovac municipality. This grant covered the costs of the production and distribution
of the campaign material of other NGOs active in the EXIT - 2000 Campaign.
(Awarded: December 14,2000; budget: $3,500).
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SE Network of Serbia, Knjazevac, Serbia
Support for "Final Countdown." This GOTV campaign covered 30 cities in SE Serbia and included the
following activities: distribution of the propaganda material, organization of round table events, seminars.
workshops, and the media campaign. The gant covered the costs of printing of the propaganda material,
transportation costs and volunteer expenses.
(Awarded: December 12,2000; budget: $21,700).
WF - AFITU -- Women's Forum of the Association of the Free and Independent Trade Unions,
Belgrade, Serbia
Support for "Recipe. for Democracy." The project aimed to maximize women voter mobilization and
education in Belgrade in 19 major cities in Serbia; to increase the number of women on the candidate Lists
for the Serbian parliamentary elections.
(Awarded: December 13,2000, budget: $5,000).

G17+, Belgrade, Serbia
Support for 'Finish the Job." The grant supported the campaigns of local G17+ offices during the GON
campaign, which aimed at maximizing voter turn out in the Serbian parliamentary elections. The
campaign included TV clips, print ads and the distribution of promotional material such as T-shirts and
badges.
(Awarded: December 14,2000; budget: $11,250).
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Other democratization grants (11 grants awarded totaling $159,394)

Centre for Liberal Strategies, Sofia, Bulgaria
Support for the conference entitled "Yugoslavia: Peaceful Transition at Bearable Social Cost," held in
Skopje, Macedonia. As the political situation in Yugoslavia became increasingly volatile, the conference
attempted to identify possibilities and point to other regional experiences of transition in the Balkans.
Conference brought together prominent political and social leaders from Serbia, Bulgaria, and Macedonia
to exchange views and insights as to how a peaceful transition in multi-ethnic Serbia might banspire
without further spirals of violence.
(Awarded: June 17,2000; budget: $15,000).
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Academia Catavencu Media Monitoring Agency, Bucharest, Romania
Support for the "Nationalist Message in Mass-Media" project. MMA and its parmers - the Roma Press
Center in Hungary,
- - MEMO '98 in Slovakia and the Forum for Ethnic Relations in Yugoslavia assessed,
monitored and analyzed media in their respective countries by commonly agreed setsif criteria. The
research results were published and discussed at a final conference in Bucharest in January 2001. The
project's aims were t i improve interethnic relations and reduce hate-speech in mass communications in
CEE counties through research, analysis, and promotion of results on a regional basis.
(Awarded: August 28,2000, budget: $13,000).
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Romanian Helsinki Committee (APADOR-CH), Bucharest, Romania
Support for the project entitled, "Enforcement of the Framework Convention for the Protection of
National Minorities in FRY." AF'ADOR-CH and its partners, Liga Pro Europa (Romania) and the
Helsinki Committee for Human Rights (Serbia) assessed the situation of minorities in Yugoslavia,
recommending enforcement mechanisms based on the Framework Convention, and developed common
strategies for all minorities taking into account Romanian-Hungarian models of interethnic
reconciliation.
(Awarded July 2000 budget: $10,000).
Center for Democracy Foundation (CDF) & Ljuba Davidovic Foundation, Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the "Lessons Leaned in Transition." This grant covered expenses related to establishing three
teams of five experts from FRY in areas of macro economic reform (including privatization) and social
issues (such as social security) and their one-week visits to Poland and Hungary where they met with their
counterparts. After the visits, the FRY expert team facilitator prepared a written report (collection of
reports made by all FRY participants) to be published and distributed to relevant officials, NGOs, and
media.
(Awarded: January 23,2001; budget: $43,400).
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Nis Center for Human Rights, Nis Serbia
Support for the "New Age" project, a series of seminars on human rights, teamwork and project
development training. Each seminar consists of series of workshops and lectures. Thirty participants will
attend each seminar. Topics to be discussed: prejudice. discrimination, stereotypes, individual rights
responsibilities, self-improvement in the struggle for human rights, basic definition and principles of
human rights, participation in public affairs, positive discrimination, freedom of expression, women's
rights, integration of groups, project drafting, teamwork and project presentation, classifying team roles.
Seminar participants were students, members of independent student unions and members of OTPOR!
from Nis.
(Awarded: July 31,2001; budget: $18,079).
Exit Center Yugoslavia, Novi Sad, Serbia
Partial support for "EXIT 2001 - Novi Sad: Building a Democracy in the Balkans." Addressing the
ongoing challenge to encourage youth participation in political life and civic engagement, EXIT 2001, a
group of student organizations active in last year's GOTV campaign, organized a gathering of youth from
across the region to promote tolerance, democracy and multiethnic society. Principal activities included a
cultural program (a concert) and an academic segment (called Open Studio). Primary target group
included those 15 to 30 years of age from Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, FR Yugoslavia and other
republics of the former Yugoslavia. This grant is awarded to cover those costs associated with the event
promotional campaign (printing posters and flyers), transportation and communications, and open studios
(public discussions, debates, lectures, travel expenses for participants). The event took place in Novi Sad.
July 5-15,2001.
(Awarded: July 31 2001; budget: $9,000)
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Center for Education and Communication, Kragujevac, Serbia
Support for the project "School of Work in the Third Sector P r o p m " The Center targeted NGOs in
small towns of south central Serbia, and this grant covered costs associated with two NGO training
seminars. The first seminar covered proposal writing and project evaluation as well as donor relations and
grant management. The second seminar covered project development, community needs assessments
and basic organizational management. These training programs were realized with the cooperation of
trainers from another Freedom House grantee, Protecta, in Nis, Serbia.
(Awarded: August 2,2001; budget: $3,370)
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G17, Belgrade, Serbia
Partial support for the "Economic Policy Summer Courses for Undergraduate Students @PSCUS)," an
annual pro-gam of the Belgrade-headquartered think tank G17, fosters academic cooperation among
students in the field of applied economics. The project promoted regional cooperation in the development
of higher education and opportunities for exchange of howledge and experience in southeast Europe
(i.e., Croatia, Slovenia, Macedonia, Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia
(FRY) including Serbia, Montenegro, Kosovo and Vojvodina).The EPSCUS pro,=
lasted three weeks
in July 2001. A total of 30 gifted undergraduate students were trained to cope with the most current
issues of economic policy in the region, particularly in general macroeconomics, privatization and
banking. This grant covered stipends for participating students.
(Awarded: August 6,2001; budget: $10,000).
Research Ethnicity Center, Belgrade, Serbia
Partial support for the "Second Summer School for Multiculturalism and Roma Identity in Southeast
Europe" project. Contributing to the development of Roma studies in the region, the Research Ethnicity
Center organized a summer school for Roma students and members of other ethnic communities. The
school comprised courses on the theory of multiculturalism, ethnic identity and political participation as
well as practical courses on project planning and development. In addition, the progam included courses
on Roma language, presentations of literature and film about Roma and visits to Roma communities in
the region. It features prominent scholars from Yugoslavia, Croatia and Western Europe. The - m t
covered costs associated with the cuniculum of the summer school, including lectures, workshops,
courses and language and culture programs.
(Awarded: August 1,2001; budget: $10,000).
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The Novi Sad PostPessimists, Novi Sad, Serbia
Support for the "Step by Step" project. The project aimed to educate new activists in skills necessary for
working in NGOs, and to give them a chance to become socially active and to participate in the creation
and realization of projects. Those skills include: nonviolent communication, conflict theory and peaceful
conflict resolution, public relations and media, leadership training and group management. The project
will be realized through workshops held in two phases in duration of five days, in Novi Sad.
(Awarded: October 2,2001; budget: $2,245)
Fund for Development and Democracy -Ljuba Davidovic, Belgrade, Serbia
Support for the twoday conference "Transition: From Challenges to Opportunities." The goal of the
conference was to collect success stories from CEE transition countries: Slovenia, Hungary, the Czech
Republic, Slovakia and Poland. The Conference was organized on the level of prime ministers and
included participants from ministries, policy think tanks and media. The Conference was divided in two
parts, the first providing opportunity for each country delegation to present issues of their bansition
(relating to economy, social affairs, and EU integration), and the second featuring working groups and
contributions from EU representatives on policies toward enlargement.
(Awarded: December 10,2001; budget: $25,300)

TAB C
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REGIONAL EXCHANGE PROGRAM AWARDS
Professional "East-East'' skill building and organizational development exchanges involving KG0
staff from Serbia. July 1,2000 -June 30,2001.
Total budget: $54,000
32 regional exchanges funded
Nadia Cuk Skenderovic. Agencv for Local Democracv - Subotica. Serbia. Auwst 2000
Host: Dalmatian Solidarity Board (DOS), Split, Croatia
Purpose: to coordinate for Regional Grant Program Project 'Winonties in Self-Government as an
Element of Enforcement of the Stability Pact" ($590).
Stanka Parac Damianovic. Agencv for Local Democracv - Subotica. Serbia. A u s s t 2000
Host: Dalmatian Solidarity Board (DOS), Split, Croatia
Purpose: to coordinate for Regional Grant Program Project "Minorities in Self-Government as an
Element of Enforcement of the Stability Pact" ($590).
Dariva Cheoak. Freedom of Choice Coalition - Kiev. Ukraine. Aueust 2000
Host: Nadacia pre obciansku spolocnost (NOS) - Bratislava, Slovakia
Purpose: to share experiences with Media Works, Belgrade, Serbia, in monitoring for bias in
mass media and in preparing and "Election Hotline" website for preelection and election
information. ($820).
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Yuriv Piskalvuk. Freedom of Choice Coalition -Kiev. Ukraine. August 2000
Host: Nadacia pre obciansku spolocnost (NOS) - Bratislava, Slovakia
Purpose: to share experiences with Media Works, Belgrade, Serbia, in monitoring for bias in
mass media and in preparing and "Election Hotiine" website for preelection and election
information. ($821).
Violeta Bau. Pro Democracy Association IPDA) - Bucharest. Romania. Auwst-se~tember2000
Host: Center for Free Elections and Democracy (CeSID) -Belgrade, Serbia
Purpose: to conduct a preliminary assessment mission to Belgrade to identify the main obstacles
to their September monitoring mission for the Serbian presidential elections and to participate in
an organizing meeting of international election monitors in preparation for the mission ($1747).
Adrian Moraru, Pro Democracv Association fPDA) - Bucharest Romania. AuastSeatember 2000
Host: Center for Free Elections and Democracy (CeSID) -Belgrade, Serbia
Purpose: to conduct a preliminary assessment mission to Belgrade to identify the main obstacles
to their September monitoring mission for the Serbian presidential elections and to participate in
an organizing meeting of international election monitors in preparation for the mission ($1747).
Mihai Lisetchi. Pro Democracv Association PDAI -Bucharest. Romania. AuwstSeatember 2000
Host: Center for Free Elections and Democracy (CeSJD) -Belgrade, Serbia
Purpose: to conduct a preliminary assessment mission to Belgrade to identify the main obstacles
to their September monitoring mission for the Serbian presidential elections and to participate in
an organizing meeting of international election monitors in preparation for the mission ($781).
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Gordana Stoianovic. Association for Peace and Human Rights - Barania. Croatia. SeotemberNovember 2000
Host: Group 484 - Belgrade, Serbia
Purpose: to share experiences with various NGOs in voter mobilization, volunteer training, and
postelection planning ($1250).
Boian Lalic. Center for Peace - Osiiek. Croatia, Se~tember2000
Host: Group 484 -Belgrade, Serbia
Purpose: to share experiences with various NGOs in voter mobilization and volunteer training
($1420).
Milos Nikolic. Center for Transition to Democracv (ToD) - Belmde. Serbia. October 2000
Host: ToD
Purpose: to support the attendance of Serbian participants in the Seventh International ToD
Summer School, "Democracy and Social Justice" in Herceg Novi, Montenegro (($3000).
Sania Pouovic-Pantic. Association of Business Women - Belgrade. Serbia. October 2000
Host: Association of Business Women
Purpose: to support the participation of women from Southeast Europe at a workshop to form the
"Regional Women's Economic Network" ($3000).
Dragica Vuiadinovic-Milinkovic. Center for Advanced Leoal Studies CALS - Belmde. Serbia.
November 2000
Host: CALS
Purpose: to host a coordinating meeting of the participants in the project, "Institutional Design
and Political Culture in FR Yugoslavia and Croatia" ($5000).
Slobodan Diinovic. Otpor! - Belmade. Serbia, Januarv 2001
Host: Executive Bureau of the Assembly of Beiarusian Pro-Democratic NGOs - Minsk, Belarus
Purpose: to participate in the International Colloquium "Self-Organization of Civil Society in
Transition" in order to discuss lessons leamed from the election monitoring, voter education and
voter mobilization campaigns in Serbia ($1055).
Milos Milenkovic. Otoor! - Belzrade. Serbia. Januarv 2001
Host: Executive Bureau of the Assembly of Belarusian Pro-Democratic NGOs - Minsk, Belarus
Purpose: to participate in the International Colloquium "Self-Organization of Civil Society in
Transition" in order to discuss lessons leamed from the election monitoring, voter education and
voter mobilization campaigns in Serbia ($1055).
Zarko Sunderic, Civic Initiatives - Belmade. Serbia. Januarv 2001
Host: Executive Bureau of the Assembly of Belarusian Pro-Democratic NGOs - Minsk, Belarus
Purpose: to participate in the International Colloquium "Self-Organization of Civil Society in
Transition" in order to discuss lessons leamed from the election monitoring, voter education and
voter mobilization campaigns in Serbia ($1056).
Maia Diordievic. Center for Democracv Foundation - Belmade. Serbia, Januarv 2001
Host: Executive Bureau of the Assembly of Belarusian Pro-Democratic NGOs - ~MinskBelarus
Purpose: to participate in the International Colloquium "Self-Organization of Civil Society in
Transition" in order to discuss lessons leamed from the election monitoring. voter education and
voter mobilization campaigns in Serbia ($1055).

W

Nada Kovacevic. Partnershio for Democratic Chances - Belmde. Serbia. Januarv 2001
Host: Executive Bureau of the Assembly of Belarusian Pro-Democratic NGOs -Minsk. Belarus
Purpose: to participate in the Internatioth Colloquium "Self-organization of Civil Society in
Transition" in order to discuss lessons learned from the election monitoring, voter education and
voter mobilization campaigns in Serbia ($1055).
Dusica Soasic. Women's Action - Nis. Serbia. Januarv 2001
Host: Executive Bureau of the Assembly of Belarusian Pro-Democratic NGOs -Minsk Belarus
Purpose: to participate in the International Colloquium "Self-Organization of Civil Society in
Transition" in order to discuss lessons learned from the election monitoring, voter education and
voter mobilization campaigns in Serbia ($1055).
Vesna Golic. G r o u ~481 - Belmade, Serbia. Januarv 2001
Host: Executive Bureau of the Assembly of Belmsian Pro-Democratic NGOs -Minsk, Belarus
Purpose: to participate in the International Colloquium "Self-Organization of Civil Society in
Transition" in order to discuss lessons learned from the election monitoring, voter education and
voter mobilization campaigns in Serbia ($1055).
Zoran Lucic. Center for Free Elections and Democracv KeSID) - Belxade. Serbia. Januarv 2001
Host: Executive Bureau of the Assembly of Belarusian Pro-Democratic NGOs - Minsk, Belarus
Purpose: to participate in the International Colloquium "Self-Organization of Civil Society in
Transition" in order to discuss lessons learned from the election monitoring, voter education and
voter mobilization campaigns in Serbia ($1055).

W

Milan Stefanovic. Protecta - Nis. Serbia. Januarv 2001
Host: Executive Bureau of the Assembly of Belarusian Pro-Democratic NGOs -Minsk Belarus
Purpose: to participate in the International Colloquium "Self-Organization of Civil Society in
Transition" in order to discuss lessons learned from the election monitoring. voter education and
voter mobilization campaigns in Serbia ($1055).
Mile Savic. Institute for Phiioso~hvand Social Theorv (PST) - Belmade. Serbia. March 2001
Host: IPST
Purpose: to support the participation of NGO representatives from the Former Yugoslav states in
the conference "Social and Political Change in Serbia: Prospects and Limitations." The objective
of the conference was to stimulate interchange among experts and political decision-makers on
urgent issues of the Serbian democratic reconstruction, such as government transparency and
accountability, inheritance of the "old regime," war crimes, cooperation with the ICTY, and
independence of the media ($4955).
Slavko Kristovic. TRAG Association - Nis. Serbia. Mav 2001
Host: Euro-Balkan Institute - Skopje, Macedonia
Purpose: to share experiences in working to improve multiethnic dialog and minority rights at
the conference "European Multi-Ethnic Macedonia vs. the Other Balkan Scenario" ($328).
Milos Milenkovic. Ot~or!- Belmade. Serbia. Mav 2001
Host: Ukrainian Polish Press Club 'Without Prejudice" - Kiev, Ukraine
Purpose: to share experiences in civic mobilization with 35 Ukraiian NGOs ($750).

'4

Vukasin Petrovic. Otoor! - Belerade. Serbia. Mav 2001
Host: Ukrainian Polish Press Club "Without Prejudice9'- Kiev, Ukraine
Purpose: to share experiences in civic mobilization with 35 Ukrainian NGOs (S750).
Maia Diordievic. Center for Democracv Foundation - Belerade. Serbia. Mav 2001
Host: Ukrainian Polish Press Club 'Without Prejudice"- Kiev, Ukraine
Purpose: to share experiences in civic mobilization with 35 Ukrainian NGOs ($750).
Icor Bandovic. Libereraf - Uzice. Serbia. Mav 2001
Host: Ukrainian Polish Press Club "Without Prejudice" - Kiev, Ukraine
Purpose: to share experiences in civic mobilization with 35 Ukrainian NGOs ($750).
Omir Tufo. Civil Societv Promotion Center - Sarajevo, BiH. Mav 2001
Host: Center for Democracy Foundation -Belgrade, Serbia
Purpose: to participate in the Third Forum of Yugoslav Non-Governmental NGOs ($632).
Nives Radeliic, SVIMA -Zagreb. Croatia. Mav 2001
Host: Center for Democracy Foundation -Belgrade, Serbia
Purpose: to participate in the Third Forum of Yugoslav Non-Governmental NGOs ($631).
Mariia Raos. NIT - Zaereb. Croatia. Mav 2001
Host: Center for Democracy Foundation -Belgrade, Serbia
Purpose: to participate in the Third Forum of Yugoslav Non-Governmental NGOs ($631).

'%d

Ivan Cakarevic. Civic Initiatives - Belwade. Yueoslavia. Julv 2001
Host: American Institute on Political and Economic Systems, Prague, Czech Republic
Purpose: to attend the American Institute on Political and Economic Systems in h g u e . ($835).
Danko Cosic. CeSID - Belgrade. Yueoslavia, Julv-November 2001
Host: Society for Democratic Culture, Tirana, Albania
Purpose: a series of exchange visits between CeSID and SDC in Tirana and Belgrade in order to
jointly prepare for the elections in Kosovo. ($12,040).
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Group 36 Orientation -Fall 2001
Fridav. September 7
Arrival and Hotel Check-In
The Virginian Suites
1500 Arlington Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209
Tel: (703) 522-9600
Fax: 525-4462
Metro: ' ~ o s l ~ n
Saturdav. September 8
11:OO a.m.

Departure for Baltimore

12:OO p.m.

Lunch at the Jnner Harbor

1:45 p.m.

Baltimore Aquarium
Enter at 2 p.m. Dolphin show at 3:30.

b'
Sundav. September 9
Free day in Washington
Mondav. September 10

W

9:30 a.m.

Bus pick-up at the Virginian

10:OO a.m.

Introduction and Welcome
Jennifer Whatley, Senior Program Officer
Location: Freedom House
1319 18~Street,NW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 296-5101
Fax: (202) 296-5256
Metro: Dupont Circle

11:OO a.m.

Lunch
Location: Freedom House

12:30 p.m.

"The U.S. Constitution and an Overview of the U.S. Government and Federalism"
Dr. Clyde Wilcox, Adjunct Professor of Government, Georgetown University

Location: Freedom House
1319 18" Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 296-5101
Fax: (202) 296-5256
metro: Dupont Circle

"The Judicial Branch"
Peter Bowal, Judicial Fellow
Tour
Location: The Supreme Court
1 First Street, NE
Washington DC
Contact: Tricia Brooks
(202) 479-2940
Metro: Union Station
*Meet at the Maryland Avenue entrance of court. You will have to pass through metal
detectors to enter the building.
Tuesdav. September 11: All Meetinps CANCELLED/RESCHEDULED
Wednesdav. September 12
Bus Pick-up at the Virginian

"The Role of a Non-Government Organization as an Advocate"
AARP Tour
Michelle Pollack
Location: 601 E Street, NW
Washington, DC 20049
Contact: Olivia O'Neal
Tel: (202) 434-2501
Fax: (202) 434-2525
Metro: Gallery PlaceIChina Town
Lunch

''Developing the Free Enterprise Ideal"
Center for International Private Enterprise (CPE)
Andrew Wilson
Tel: 1202)
. . 721-9222
Location: Freedom House
1319 18" street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 296-5101
Fax: (202) 296-5256
Metro: Dupont Circle

3:30 p.m.
bd

Open Discussion (All Fellows and FH Staff)
Location: Freedom House
1319 18" Street, hW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 296-5101
Fax: (202) 296-5256
Metro: Dupont Circle

Thursdav. September 13
9 2 0 a.m.

Bus pick-up at the Virginian

10:OO a.m.

"US. Policy towards the OSCE"
Helsinki Commission
Bob Hand
Location: Ford House Office Bldg, Room 234
Comer of 3rdand D St SW
Metro: Federal Center

12:OO p.m.

"The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA): Public Access to Information and
Government Transparency"
Will Fenoggiaro, FOIA Coordinator
The National Security Archive
Location: George Washington University
Gelman Library
2130 H Street, NW
Suite 701
Washington, DC
Tel: (202) 994-7000
Fax: (202) 994-7005

1:00 p.m.

Lunch
Open personal bank accounts
Location: Citibank
1225 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC
Metro: Dupont Circle or Farragut North
You must bring your passport and, if possible, another form of identification.

3:30 p.m.

"Institutional Approaches to Changing Government"
National Academy of Public Administration (NXPA), Center for Improving
Govenunent Performance
Contact: Chris Wye, Director
I100 NY Ave. NW
Ste. 1090 E
Tel: (202) 347-3190

7:00 p.m.

Visiting Fellows Welcome Reception
Location: Embassy of Romania

'srrl

1607 23rd Street, NW,Washington, DC
South of Sheridan Circle, 23'd and Massachusetts
Metro: Dupont Circle

kd

Fridav. September 14
8:30 a.m.

Bus Pick-up at the Virginian

9:00 a.m.

NGO Fellows
"Proposal Writing Basics"
The Foundation Center
Janice Rosenberg
Location: 1627 K Street, NW
Washington, DC
Tel: (202) 331-1400
Metro: McPherson Square

11:30 a.m.

All Fellows
"Briefing with U.S. State
Department
Jonathan Benton, Principal
Deputy Director
Frank Collins III,Prosam
Officer
Location: US Dept. of State
Washington, DC 20520
Contact: Jeff Jamison
(202) 647-6575

1:00 p.m.

Lunch

2:00 p.m.

NGO Fellows
'The Role of a n Effective NonProfit Board of Directors"
National Center for Non-Profit
Boards
Kate Pearson
1828 L Street, NW
Suite 900
Washington, DC 20036-5114
Tel: (202) 776-7952
Metro: Farragut North

10:OO a.m.

Government and Media
Fellows
"National Government and
Media Relations"
National Press Club
Peter Hickman
529 14" St. N.W., 13" Floor
comer of 14" and F
Tel: (202) 662-7500
Metro: Metro Center

2 0 0 p.m.

Government and Media
Fellows
"Investigative Journalism in
our Nation's Capital'?
Washington City Paper
Richard Byme, Associate Editor
(202) 332-2100
Location: Freedom House

3:30 p.m.

All Fellows
Community Business
Partnership
Alex Schriefer,
Director of Small Business
Development Center
Tel: (703) 768-1440
Location: Freedom House

W

Saturdav. September 15
Free time in D.C.
Sundav. September 16
12:30 p.m.

Depart for Annapolis, Maryland

1:30 p.m.

Hotel Check-In
Radisson Inn Annapolis
210 Holiday Ct.
Annapolis, MD, 21401
(410) 224-3 150

3:00 p.m.

Boat Tour of Annapolis
Watermark Tours
Tel: (410) 268-9749
small boat leaves 15 min before and after the hour, starting at 1 : l j p.m.
large boat leaves on the hour starting at 11 a.m.

Mondav. September 17 - Annapolis, Maryland

w

W

8:30 a.m.

Depart Radisson

9:00 a.m.

"Mayoral Discussion on Local Politics in America"
Dean L. Johnson, Mayor of Annapolis
Location: 160 Duke of Gloucester Street
Annapolis, MD 21401
Contact: Sharon
Tel: (410) 263-7997
Fax: (410) 216-9284

10:30 a.m.

"Local Radio and Community Issues"
WNAV Radio
410-263-1430
236 Admiral Drive (off of West Street)
Annapolis, MD
Bill Lusby, Program Director
Steve Hopp, General Manager
Julia Hockenberry, News Director

1200 p.m.

Lunch

1:30 p.m.

"Local Government Initiatives with the Private Sector"
Anne Arundel County Economic Development Corporation
410-222-7410
William A. Badger Jr., President and CEO
Bldg 2664, 2ndfloor
Heritage Complex, Chesapeake Room

3:00 p.m.
W

"Local Newspapers and City Government"
Jeff Horseman, City Government Reporter
Annapolis Capital Gazette
Location: 2000 Capital Drive
Annapolis, MD 21401
Tel: (410) 280-5955

Tuesday. September 18
Hotel Check-Out
Bus Pick-up
"Welcome to the Maryland General Assembly"
Patricia Harrison, Visitors Program Coordinator
Library and Information Services
Location: Joint Hearing Room
Department of Legislative Services
90 State Circle, Annapolis, MD. 21401-1991
Tel: (410) 946-5400
Fax: (410) 946-5405
View Maryland General Assembly Video
"The Maryland Budget Process"
Karen Morgan, Principal Analyst
Location: Office of Policy Analysis
Department of Legislative Services
"The Role of the Legislator in the Maryland General Assembly"
The Honorable David G. Boschert, Delegate
Legislative District 33, Anne Arundel County
Member, Judiciary Committee
Lunch in Annapolis
"Maryland Legislative Process"
(Meet in Joint Hearing Room, First Floor
Department of ~egislativeServices Building)
Lynne Porter, Executive Assistant
Location: Office of the Executive Director, Department of Legislative Services
Tel: (410) 946-5200
Program Concludes
Depart for Washington, DC

The Visiting Fellows Program
Sponsored by Freedom House
Group 35 Orientation - Summer 2001

Friday. Mav 18: Amval and Hotel check-in
The Virginian Suites Hotel
1500 Arlington Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209
Tel: (703) 522-9600
Fax: 525-4462
Saturdav. Mav 19: Tour of Washington, DC
10:OO

Meet Maureen Magee and Andy Colburn in lobby of hotel

Sundav. Mav 20
Mondav, Mav 21: Welcome and Introduction
930

Meet Jennifer Whatley in lobby for bus pick-up

10:OO

Introduction and Welcome
Jennifer Whatley, Senior Program Office1
Location: Tabard Inn
Contact: Suzanne Knapik
1739 N St., NW
Washington DC 20036
Phone: 785-1277
Fax: 785-6173
Metro: Dupont Circle

11:30

Lunch

1230

''The US.Constitution and an Overview of the US. Government and Federalism"
Clyde Wilcox, Adjunct Professor of Govemment, Georgetown University
Location: Tabard Inn
1739 N St., NW
Washington DC 20036
Contact: Suzanne Knapik
Tel: 785-1277
Fax: 785-6173
Metro: Dupont Circle

3:00

"The Federal Judicial System"
Jill Evans, Judicial Fellow
Location: The Supreme Court
1First St., NE
Washington DC
Contact: Curator's Office
Tel: 479-3298

Fax: 479-2962
Metro: Union Station

Tuesdav, Mav 22:
1O:OO

Bus pick-up

10:30

"Activities of the National Endowment for Democracy"
Paul McCarthy, Program Officer
Ms. Nadia Diuk, Senior Program Officer
Mr. Laith Kubba, Senior Program Officer
Ms. Laura Abrahams, Program Officer
Location: National Endowment for Democracy
1101 15'"St., NW
Suite 700
Washington DC 20006
Tel: 293-9072
Fax: 223-6042

11:30

Lunch at Pentagon City

1:00

"Tow and Press Briefing at the Pentagon"
Col. Machamer, Department of Defense
Location: The Pentagon
Arlington VA
Tel: (703) 695-2113
Metro: Pentagon
Meet Col. Machamer at the Metro entrance. Bring photo identification

400

"The Role of a Think Tank"
Ian Vasquez, Director of the Project on Global Economic Liberty
Cato Institute
1000 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20001-5403
Tel: 789-5241
Metro: Mt. Vernon Square

w:

Wednesdav, Mav 23
8:15

Bus pick up

9:00

"United States Agency for International Development"
Ms. Maryann Riegelman, Civil Society Division
Jennifer Stuart, Program Officer - NGO Initiatives
Mr. Mark Phillips
Location: USAID
Ronald Reagan Building
1400 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington DC
Tel: 712-5301
Fax: 216-3007
Metro: Federal Triangle
Bring passports

10:30

"AARP and Advocacy" and Tour
Location: 601 E St., NW

Michele Pollack
Washington DC 20049
Contact: Olivia O'Neal
Tet: 434-2501
Fax: 434-6499
Enter through Lobby A
Room A-9130
Lunch in China Town
"The Protection of American Civil Rights"
Marsha Tyler, Public Affairs Department
Location: United States Commission on Civil Rights
624 9" St., W
Suite 730
Washington DC20425
Tel: 376-8312
Fax: 376-8315
"The Role of the Executive Branch in Foreign Policy"
David Amett, Director, Office of Public Diplomacy, Bureau of European Affairs
Location: US. Department of State
2201 C St., NW
Washington DC 20520
Contact: Jeff Jamison
Tel: 647-6988
Fax: 647-0414
Meh-o: Foggy Bottom
Bring passports
Thundav, Mav 24
8:00

Bus pick up at hotel

8:30

Open Bank Accounts
Bring passports

10:OO

"The Fight against Corruption in Government and Big Money Special Interests"
Claudia Maloy
Location: Common Cause
1250 Connecticut Ave., NW
Washington DC
Tel: 853-1200
Fax: 659-3716
Metro: Farragut North

11:30

"IRI and its Activities"
Daniel Calingaert, Program Officer
Owen Kirby, Program Officer
Location: International Republican Institute
1212 New York Ave., NW
Suite 900
Washington, DC 20005
202-408-9450
Fax: 408-9462

1230

Lunch

200

"Freedom of Information Act and the FBI"
Linda Colton, FBI Freedom of Information Act Unit
Location: Federal Bureau of Investigation
Office of Public and Congressional Affairs
935 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington DC 20535
Fax: 324-3367
Bring passports

4:00

"The White House and Foreign Policy"
National Security Council
Greg Schulty, Senior Director for Southeast Europe
Dr. Dean Pittman
Location: Old Executive Office Building
1p& Pennsylvania Avenues, NW
Washington, DC 20503
Contact: Judy Russ
Tel: (202) 456-9101
Fax: 456-9150
Metro: Macpherson Square
Enter at Pennsylvania Avenue entrance; ask security desk to call Judy Russ. Bring passport

6:00

Welcoming Reception
Location: Freedom House
1319 18* Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: 296-5101
Metro: Dupont Circle

"ul

V

Fridav, Mav 25
920

Bus pick up at hotel

10:OO

"Foreign Policy and the Congress"
Mark Lagon, Professional Staff Member, Senate Foreign Relations Committee
Location: Dirkson House Office Building
Room 419
Washington DC
Tel: 224-4651
Fax: 224-0836
Go directly to room 419

11:OO

Tow of the Capitol Building

1200

Group Photo
Location: Grants Statue
Matox Photography
(703) 578-0900

1230

Lunch at Union Station

200

k d

"Civic Education Programs"
Kathy Spillman
Location: Close-up Foundation
44 Canal Center Plaza
Alexandria VA 22314
Tel: (703) 706-3300

Fax: (703) 706-0002
metro: Braddock Road
Saturdav. Mav 26
Sundav, Mav 27
Monday. Mav 28: Memorial Day Holiday
Tuesday. Mav 29: Virginia Beach, VA
8:30

Hotel checkout
You must check out of your room at the Virginian Suites. Freedom House will reserve one room at
the Virginian Suites while we are in Virginia Beach. You may stow your excess luggage in this room.

900

Bus pick-up

1:OD

Hotel check-in:
Ambassador Suites
2315 Atlantic Ave.
Virginia Beach VA 23451
TeE 757-428-1111
Fax: 757-437-1854

7:15

Norfolk Tides Baseball Game
Harbor Park
Tel: (757) 6249000

Wednesdav, Mav 30: Norfolk, VA
Bus pick-up
Office of the Mayor and City Council
Location: MacArthur memorial Building
MacArthur Square
Dr. Leonard Ruchelman, Old Dominion University, Professor of Urban Studies
Mr. James B. Oliver, Jr., School of Business, Regent University
Contact: Allan Bull
Tel: (757) 664-4253
Fax: (757) 664-4290
Lunch
"NGOs at the Local and Regional Level"
Mr. Mike Hughes, President
Chris Lapsley, Vice President of Resource Development
Ms. Susan Bishop, MSW
Mr. Tim Lawrence, Vice President for Community Funds
Ms. Catherine Overkamp, Director of Marketing
Location: United Way of South Hampton Roads
2512 Walmer Ave.
Norfolk, VA
Tel: (757) 853-8500 ext. 609
Fax: 853-3900
USS Wisconsin

Thursdav. Mav 31: Norfolk, VA
Bus pick-up
"The Community and the Chamber of Commerce"
Sharon Dale
Jeff Hornbeck, President and CEO
Location: South Harnpton Roads Chamber of Commerce
420 Bank St.
Norfolk VA 23510
Tel: (757) 622-2312
"Local Press and its lmpact on the Community"
Baylies Brewester, News Director
Mr. Dennis Hardimg, Editor
Mr. Dennis Harrick, Managing Editor
Mr. Cary Sipe, On-Liie Editor
IM~.Bill Bartel, Public Life Editor
Location: The Virginian Pilot
150 West Brambleton
Norfolk VA 23510
Tel: (757) 446-2456
Emaik bbrewsteQoilotonliie.com
Lunch
"The Police and the Community"
Marti Raiss, PACE
Lt. Chuck Brewer
Tel: (757) 441-2400
Fax: 441-5423
"Judicial Independence"
Judge Charles Poster
Judge Taylor
Judge Martin
Location: Norfolk Circuit Court
Contact: Beth Luciana
Tel: (757) 664-4595
Fax: (757) 664-4581
Fridae Tune 1: Richmond, VA

w

215

Hotel check-out

245

Bus pickup

9:30

"Role of the Governor in State Government"
Carol Cornstock, Director of Constituent Services
Location: Office of the Governor of Virginia
State Capitol
3" Floor Conference Room
Richmond VA 23219
Tel: (804) 786- 2211 ext. 316
Fax: 371-6351

w

11330

Lunch

1230

Tour of the State Capitol
Location: State Capitol
2" Floor, Hostess Desk
Richmond V A 23219
Contact: Martha Snellings
Tel: (804) 698-1788

200

"The Vireinia
Leeislahxe"
"
"
Honorable Bruce Jamerson, Clerk
Honorable H. Morgan Griffith, Majority Leader of the House of Delegates
Location: House of Delegates of Virginia
State Capitol
2"1 Floor, House of Delegates Clerk's Office
Richmond V A 23218
Tel: (804)698-1619
Fax: 698-1800

430

Bus departs for Washington, DC

The Visiting Fellows Program
Sponsored by Freedom House
k d

Group 34 Orientation - Winter 2001
Fridav and Saturday, Tanuarv 19 and 20: Amval and Hotel check-in
The Virginian Suites Hotel
1500 Arlington Blvd.
Arlington, VA 22209
Tel: (703) 522-9600
Fax: 5 2 5 4 6 2
Saturdav, lanuarv 20
10:OO

Meet Andy Colbum in the hotel lobby
Free time for Inauguration activities (optional)

Sunday, Tanuarv 21: Tour of Washington DC
10:OO

Meet Maureen Magee in hotel lobby
Old Town Trolley Tour
Departing from Union Station

Mondav, Tanuaw 22: Welcome and Introduction

w

w

10:30

Bus pick-up at hotel

11:OO

Introduction and Welcome
Paula Schriefer, Director of Exchange Programs
Jennifer Windsor, Executive Director
Location: Freedom House
1319 18th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20036
Tel: (202) 296-5101
Metro: Dupont Circle

1230

Lunch

300

'The U.S. Constitution and an Overview of the U.S. Government and Federalism"
Clyde Wilcox, Adjunct Professor of Government, Georgetown University
Location: Freedom House
1319 18'hStreet.NW
(202) 295-5101
Metro: Dupont Circle

4:30

"The Role of Think Tanks in Policy Formation"
Paula Dobriansky, Vice President, Washington Program and George Kennan Senior FeUow
Council on Foreign Relations
Contact: Alice
(202) 518-3112
Location:Freedom House
1319 18" Street, NW
Metro: Dupont Circle

Tuesdav. lanuarv 23:
Bus pick up
"The RIGHTS Project: The Rule-of-Law InitiativelGlobal Human Rights Training and Support"
Lisa Davis, Director of the RIGHTS Program
Location: Freedom House
1319 18" St. NW
Washington DC, 20036
(202) 296-5101
"The Federal Judicial System"
Judge Randal Radar, US. Court of Appeals
Location: 717 Madison Place, NW
Suite 913
Washington DC, 20439
(202) 633-5861
Fax: 638-8325
Metro: McPherson Square
Lunch
"Freedom of the Press"
Susan Bennett, Freedom Forum
Contact: Carey
(702) 284-3561
Location: Freedom Forum
Arlington, VA
Metro: Rosslyn
"Congressional Caucuses and the Legislative Process"
Congressional Caucus on Central and Eastem Europe
Jason Tai
Location: Capitol W
2105 Raybum House Office Building
Washington DC
Metro: Capitol South
Wednesdav, Tanuarv 24

w

8:30

Bus pick up

9:00

Open bank accounts (bring passports)
Location: Citibank
1225 Connecticut Avenue, NW
Washington, DC
Metro: Farragut North

11:OO

"The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA): Public Access to Information and Government
Transparency"
Will Ferroggiaro, FOIA Coordinator
The National Security Archive
Location: George Washington University
Gelman Library
2130 H St., NW
Washington D.C.
(202) 994-7000
Fax: 994-7005
Metro: Foggy Bottom GWU

1230

Lunch
Location: Ronald Reagan Building
1400 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington D.C.
Metro: Federal Triangle

k30

"United States Agency for International Development"
Mark Levinson, Senior NGO Specialist, USAID
Location: USAID
Ronald Reagan Building
1400 Pennsylvania Ave.
Metto: Federal Triangle
Bring photo identification

300

"The U.S.Supreme Court"
Tour and Briefing
Barry Ryan, Judicial Fellow
Location: 1First St., NE
North Door, Maryland Ave. Entrance
Washington D.C.
Contact: Jane Yarborough
(202) 479-3298 (Curator's Office)
Fax: 479-2926
Metro: Union Station

4:45

Group photo on Capitol steps
(703) 578-0900

6:30

Group Dinner
Bucca di Beppo
Metro: Dupont Circle

b@'

W

Thursdav, Tanuarv 25
920

Bus pick up at hotel

10:OO

"Commission for Security and Cooperation in Europe"
Helsinki Commission
Contact: Bob Hand, Staff Advisor
Location: Ford House Office Building, Room 2.34
meet at the comer of 3"1and D Street
Washington DC
(202) 225-1901
Fax: 225- 4199
Metro: Capitol South

1230

Lunch
Location: Union Station
Metro: Union Station

1:00

"Tour and Press Briefing at the Pentagon"
Department of Defense
Location: The Pentagon
Arlington, VA
Contact: Michelle Pelletier, Scheduler
(703) 695-2113
Metro: Pentagon
Meet guide at Metro entrance. Bring photo identification.

400

'd

"Role of Non-governmental Organizations in the Legal Process"
Ian Houston, Advocacy Director
Location: InterAction
1717 Massachusetts Ave.
Floor
(202) 667-8227
Fax: 667-8236
Metro: Dupont Circle

Fridav. Ianuarv 26
8:30

Bus pick up at hotel

9:00

"Federal Judicial Protection of Civil Liberties"
Steven Block, Staff Attorney
American Civil Liberties Union
Location: Freedom House
1319 18" Street, NW
Metro: Dupont Circle

10:OO

"Activities of the National Endowment for Democracy"
Carl Gershman, President
Paul McCarthy, Program Officer
National Endowment for Democracy
Location: 1101 15"Street, NW
Washington, DC 2005
(202) 293- 9072
Fax: 223-6042
Metro: McPherson Square

1k45

"Human Rights and the Executive Office"
Christopher Sibilla, Deputy Director Office of Bilateral Affairs, Bureau of Democracy, Human
Rights and Labor
Contact: Dan Schuman
(202) 647-1957
State Department, Human Right. Department
Location: 2201 C St. N W
Washington, DC

200

Human Rights Watch (for Algerian participants only)
Location: Freedom House
1319 18* Street, NW
Washington D.C.
Metro: Dupont Circle

kd

Saturday, T a n u a 27:
~
Free Day in Washington, DC

Sundav. lanuarv 28: Leave for Philadelphia

w

8:30

Depart Washington, D.C.

11:OO

Hotel Check in:
Loews Hotel
1200 Market St.
Philadelphia PA
Contact: Karen Walker
(215) 627-1200
Fax: 231-7205

11:30

Philadelphia Art Museum
Location: 26* and Ben Franklin Pkwy
Philadelphia PA
(215) 763-8100
Fax: 684-7500

200

Tour of Philadelphia

6:22

Viewing of kick off of Super Bowl XXXV:NY Giants vs. Baltimore Ravens

Mondav. lanuarv 29
9:00

"The Philadelphia Empowerment Zone: an Effective Tool of Economic Development"
Daniel Gundersen, Director of Economic Development
Empowerment Zone of Philadelphia
~ o c k o n :International Visitors 'Council
1515 Arch Street
12" Floor
Philadelphia, PA
Contact: Gloria Angel- International Visitors Council
(215) 683-0993
Fax: 686-0998

10:30

"City Law Enforcement and Community Relations"
Officer Colquitt, Philadelphia Police Department
Location: Police Administration Building (PAB)
Roundhouse Auditorium
Eighth and Race Streets
Philadelphia PA
(215) 686-3380
Fax: 686-3399

1230

"Charitable Giving in America" - Lunch Meeting
David Morse, Public Relations, Pew Charitable Trusts
Location: Pew Charitable Trusts
One Commerce Square
2005 Market Street, Suite 1700
Philadelphia PA 19103
(215) 575-9050
Fax: 575-4942

200

"Local News Coverage and the Community"
Sally Downey
~ocation:Philadelphia Enquirer
400 North Broad Street
Philadelphia PA 19130
(215) 854-2913

W

w

Tuesdav. lanuaw 30
Bus pick up at hotel
"Discovering America"
Joan Fiorile, Coordinator of Educational Sewices
Location: The Balch Institute for Ethnic Studies
18 South Seventhstreet
Philadelphia PA 19106
(215) 925-8090
"Philadelphia Commission on Human Rights"
Lazar H. Kteit, Community Relations Division
Location: Office of the Mayor
34 S. 1lth Street
Philadelphia, PA
Entrance: Guard Street, a small private street one-half block South of Market.
The entrance to our portion of the building is the first set of double doors.
(215) 686-4673
Fax: 686-4684
"Municipal Government and Community Relations"
Councilwoman Blondell Reynolds Brown
Contact: David Forde
Location: City Hall
City Council Caucus Room
Across from room 400
(215) 686-3438

Freedom House U.S. Training Programs
TAB E
Yugoslav Alumni

1) Sasa Aksentiievic
Belgrade ,Yugoslavia
November 2001

Press Office Coordinator
U.S. Study Tow participant
Bureau of Communications, Government of the
Republic of Serbia

2) Ivana Aleksic

Promam Officer
Center for Policy Studies

Center for Strategic and InternationalStudies,
Washington DC

Press Counselor
Embassy of FR Yugoslavia

Participated in Freedom House Shtdy Tour in
June 2001

Belmade ,Yuaoslavia
Summer '01
3) Draeana

Aleksic

,Yuaoslavia
lune 01
4)

Deian Anastasiievic
Belgrade ,Yuzoslavia
summer '96

Staff Writer and Reporter
Vreme Weekly

TIME Magazine
T L M Magazine-Washington Bureau

5)

Draeoslav Avramovic
Belarade ,Yuaoslavia
November 1999

Candidate for Prime Minister
Alliance for Change

Participated in FH-sponsored delegation to the
US. in November 1999.

Ioumalist and Commentator
NIN Magazine

Washington Times' Insight on the News
The New Leader

Tournalist
Rilindja Daily Newspaper

Miami Herald
Washington Times

Program Coordinator
Civic Reading Room/Libergraf

United Way of South Hampton Roads, Norfolk.
VA
Citizens for Pennsylvania's Future, Harrisburg.
PA

Coordinator
Alliance for Change

Participated m FH-sponsored delegation to the
U.S. in ~November1999.

Investment Manager, Small and Medium Sue
Development Fund of the Republic of
Montenegro

Small Enterprise Assistance Funds, kYashington,

6 ) Batic

Bacenc
Belaade ,Yuaoslavia
summer'96

Vh Evliana

Baicinovci
Prishtina ,Yuaoslavia
autumn '96

8) Ieor Bandovic

Uzice ,Yuaoslavia
winter '01
9) Vladan Batic

Belarade ,Yuaoslavia
November 1999
10) Sania Boianic

Podaorica ,Yuaoslavia
aliflimn '99
11) Goran . Bulaiic

Mavor
City of Sombor

Partiapated in a FH-sponsored delegation to the
U.S. in April 2000.

Caliia
Belmade ,Yuaoslavia
November 2000

Managina Director
Radio B92

Participated in a FH-spomred delegation of
Serbian nvic activists to the LS.in Xovernber

Nikola Camai
Tuzi ,Yugoslavia
autumn '99

Assistant Secretaw to Ministrv of Information
Republic of Montenegro for Media in the
Albanian Language

Illyrin Newspaper, New York, W
Democratic Party of California, Sacramento, CA
Office of Coundlman Alex Padilla, Las hgeles.
CA

Sombor ,Yuaoslavia
Avril2000
12) Milivoie

W

I
X
Silicon VaUey Small Business Development
Center, Sunnyvale, C A

U.S. A s s i m m e n t s / P m n r a ~
Proiect Manager
Civic Library Piigos

Giveback Day, Edina, .lLK
American Lung Association, 5 b n e a p l i . h K

Director of Intemational Programs
Agency of Local Democracy, Open University

Center for Civic Education, CaIabasas, GI

16) Tiiana

Law Clerk / Member
Belgrade County Court / Belgrade Old Town
Municipal Board, Democratic Party of Serbia

House Committee on International ..Wairj,
Washington, DC
Don Beyer for Governor Campaign, Richmond,
VA

17) Emiliian

Chief of Staff / Kosovo & Metohia Coordinator
Presidential Cabinet, Municipal Assembly of
Vracar / Central Electoral Headquarters,
l b m n m t i r PA*

Office of Senator Joseph Lieberman 0,
Washington, DC
Don Beyer for Governor Campaign, Richmond,
VA

18) Zoran

President
Demoaatic Party

Participated in FH-sponsored delegation to the
U.S. in Xovember 1999.

19) Ielena

Executive Producer
RTV 892

KETC / Channel 9, S t Louis, BIO
Tribune Broadcasting Company, Washingon. DC

20) Nenad

Diordievic
Kotor ,Yumlavia
autumn '99

Financial Analvst
National Bank of
Yugoslavia-MontenegroBranch

Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Chicago, IL
Merrill Lynch, Washington. DC

Nikola Diuric

Director and Editor -in-Chief
City Radio

14) Darko Ciric

Pirot ,Yugoslavia
winter '01

trij)Nadia Cuk
Subotica ,Ywoslavia
winter '98
Dabic
Belgrade ,Yugoslavia
summer '97

Diindiic
Belgrade ,Yugoslavia
summer'97

Diindiic
Belmde ,Yu~oslavia
Number 1999
Diolovich
Belgrade ,Yugoslavia
Fall '01

)

b' Nis ,Yugoslavia

Voice of America, Serbian Senice, WashinUotOn,

DC

Winter '99
22)

Ivana Diuric
Belgrade ,Yugoslavia
Nawmber 2001

Cowelor
Federal Seuetariat of Information, Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia

US. Study Tour Partidpant

23)

Predrae Draeosavac
Belmade ,Yugoslavia
Fall '01

Editor and writer
Glas Javnosti

Seattle Weekly, Seattle, W.4

President of the Executive Board
City of Novi Sad

Participated in a FHsponsored delegation to the
US. in April 2000.

President-Uzice branch / Member
Civic Alliance of Serbia / City Council
Executive Board

Ohio Republican Party, Columbus, OH
DNC Training Academy, Los Angels, C4
California Demoaatic Party, Sacramento, CA

26) Aleksandra

President of the Executive Board
Municipality of Rakovica

Partidpated in a FHsponsored delegation to the
US. in April 2000.

27) Vesna

Coordinator
Group 484

International Refugee Center of Oregon. Portland,
OR

28) Skender Hvseni

Interpreter and Swkesnerson
Office of President Rugova

Officeof Congressman Eliot Engel (D-NY),
Washington, DC

24) Predrae F i l i ~ o v

Novi Sad ,Yugoslavia
Avril2WO
25)

Miroslav Fili~ovic
Uzice ,Yuzoslavia
summer'98
Gaiic
Belmade ,Yugoslavia
Avril2WO

Golic
Belmade ,Yugoslavia
L.s' Fall '01
Pristina ,Yumslavia
winter '98

NamelCitvlSession

U.S. A s s i m m e n t s l P r o m m

Dusan Ieniatovic
Belgrade ,Yugoslavia
Summer '01

Legal Advisor
Yugoslav Lawyers Committee for Human
Rights

Legal Aid Bureau, Inc, Ri\-erdale, hID

Besa Ilazi
Prishtina ,Yugoslavia
summer '96

Remrter and Editor
Zen' Magazine

San Antonio Business Joumal
Austin Business Journal
Memphis Business Joumal

Velimir Ilic
Cacak ,Yugoslavia
November 1999,

Mavor
City of Cacak

Participated in FH-spomred delegation to the
U.S. in November 1999.
Participated in a FH-spowred delegation m the
US. in April 2000.

Co-founder and D e ~ u t vEditor-inchief
Beta News Agency

Knight-Ridder/Tribune News Service
Philadelphia Daily S'ews
Detroit Free Press

laukovic
Podaorica ,Yugoslavia
autumn '00

OfficeManaaer
Center for Entrepreneurship

Oregon Innovation Center, Bend, OR
Silicon Valley Small Business Development
Center, San Jose,CA

Madan loksimovic
Belgrade ,Yuaoslavia
winter '00

h a 1 Officer
Belgrade Center for Human Rights

ACLU, Baltimore, MI3

loksimovic
Belmade ,Yugoslavia
November 1999

International Secretaw
Demoaatic Party

Participated in US. study tour in November 1999

Milorad Iovovic
Podaorica ,Yugoslavia
m'nter '00

Serretarv General
Ministry of Foreign Affairsof Montenegro

Oklahoma D e p m e n t of Commerce, Oklahoma
City, OK
California Department of Food and Agriculture,
Sacramento, CA

37) Boris

Member of Parliament
National Assembly, Republic of Serbia

Office of Congressman David Dreier (RCA),
Washington, K

38) Aenes Kartae Odri

Proiect Coordinator / Research Fellow
The Belgrade Centre for Human Rights /
Institute for Criminology and Sociological

US. study tour participant.

29)

-0)

31)

32) Draean

laniic
Belgrade ,Yugoslavia
autumn '96

33) lelena

34)

35) Aleksandra

5)

kd

Karaicic
Belarade ,Yuaoslavia
Fall '01

Belgrade ,Yueoslavia
Fa11 '99

b

R-arch
39)

lasminka Kavaric
Podgorica ,Yuaoslavia
nutumn '97

40) Imre Kern

Subotica ,Yuaoslavia
Avril2000

International Liaison Officer
Liberal Alliance of Montenegro

Minnesota Advocates for Human Rights,
Minneapolis, ;Mi\J
Minnesota Demoaatic Party, St. Paul, hlN

President of the Executive Board
City of Subotica

Participated in a FH-spomred delegation to the
US. in April 2000.

41)

Zoran Kovacevic
Belarade ,Yugoslavia
Nooember 2001

US. Study Tour Participant
Assistant Foreim Policv Advisor
Cabinet of the Resident of the Federal Republic
of Yugoslavia

42)

Biliana Kovacevic-Vuco
Belgrade ,Yugaslavia
w i n t o '98

President
Yugoslav Lawyers Committee for Human
Rights

Partners in Human Rights Education,
Minneapolis, MV
American Bar Association, Washington,DC
American Civil Liberties U ~ o nWashington,
,
K

43)

Milica Kovacic
Belarade ,Yueoslavia
wintm '98

TitlelAffiliation*

U.S. AssianmentslPromam

Foreign Politics Editor and lournalist

Vir@rinn Pilot, Xorfolk, \"r\
U t i m p Tribnrrr, Chicago, IL

Blic Press

Vice President
Social Democratic Party of ~Montenegro

Office of Representative Bill Young (R-FL),
Washington, DC
California State Legislature, Saaamento, CA

45) Deian Krstic
Kramievac ,Yuzoslavia
winter '98

Deputv Editor-inchief
RTV Kragujevac

KAllJ-'W (ABC), Portland, OR

46) Diordana Kurir
Belmade ,Yuaoslavia
lune 01

Secretam of the Committee for Foreign Affairs
National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia

Ranko Krivoka~ic
Podeorica ,Yuaoslavia
Summer'00

47)

Kseniia Lazovic
Belmade ,Yueoslavia
Fall '01

Participated in Freedom House Study Tour in
June 2001

Coordinator of the National Minorities Proiect
Western Policy Center, Washington, DC
Helsinki Committee for Human Rights in Serbia

Assistant to the Prime Minister
Government of the Republic of Serbia

Participated in Freedom House Study Tour in
June 2001

Lucic
Belarade ,Yuaoslavia
November 2000

Professor/ Member of the Board
Center for Free Elections and Demoaacy
(CeSID)

Partinpated in a FHspomred delegation of
Serbian civic activists to the US. in Sovember

Zoran Maricic
Belarade ,Yuaoslavia
autumn '97

Member of the Executive Board
Civic Alliance of Serbia

Colorado Republican Committee, Denver, CO

Aleksandar Marinkovic
Belmde ,Yueoslavia
Fall '97. Novembpr 2WO

Elected Member / International Secretarv
Yozdovac Municipal Council / Demonatic
Party Youth Organization

Pittsbwh Urban Redevelopment Authority,
Pittsburgh, PA
Participated in a FH-sponsoreddelegation of
Serbian civic activists to the US.in Xo'ovember

Romam Cousultant
Center for Free Elections & Demoaacy

American Civil Liberties Union, Raleigh, NC
ACLU V o k g Rights Project,Atlanta, GA

Editor &News Presenter - Info-Proamn
Radio 5 9 2

WBUR-FM (I\FR)
WGST News Radio

54) Srdian

Mavor
City of Pancevo

Participated in a FH-spomred delegation to the
US.in April 2000.

55) Lulzim Mieku
Pristina ,Yueoslavia
winter '98

Tournalist
Rilindjn-Bujh

The Wnshington Times, Washington, DC

56) Alen Mlatisurna
Podeorica ,Yuaoslavia
winter vo

Deputv Editor-in-Chief
Antena M

VOA and XF'R, Washington, DC
WGST-&M/M in Atlanta, (2.4
InThese Times Magazine, Chicago, R.
Chicago Tribune, Chicago, R.

Proiect Manaaer
GI7 PLUS

Center for Stmtegic and International Studies,
Washington, DC

48) Marina Lemaiic

Belmde ,Yueoslavia
lune 01
49) Zoran

w
51)

52) Tanasiie Marinkovic
Belerade ,Yueoslavia
autumn '98
53)

Dusan Masic
Belmde ,Yueoslavia
summer '96
Mikovic
Pancevo ,Yuaoslavia
Aonl2000

w

57)

Suzana Mreic
Belmade ,Yuaoslavia
Winter '01

U.S. A s s i-e n m e n t s P r o s a m
5s)

Suzana Mreic
Belgrade ,Yueoslavia
November '00

Participated in a M-sponsored delqation oi
Serbian civic activists to the CPS. in November
2WO.

Editor
FoNet News Agency

Associated Press
Reuters America
United Press International
Scripps-Howard News Senice

StaffAttornev
Humanitarian Law Center

National Center on Institutions and Alternatives,
Alexandria, VA
ACLU, Washington, DC
SWOP, Albuquerque, B i

Editor in Chief
FreeSerbia.org

Startribune.com, Minneapolis, MX

D e ~ u t vMinister
Minishy of Privatization, Republic of Serbia

U.S. Study Tour Participant

63) Draeana Petrovic-Radienovic Chief of Staff, Seuetarv General of Ministrv

US. Study Tow Participant

w 9 )

Sasa Nikolic
Belmde ,Yueoslavia
nutumn '96

Proiect Manaeer

GI7 PLUS

6'3 Ieor Oluiic

Belerade ,Yueoslavia
winter '00
61) Natasa Pantic

Belaade ,Yueoslavia
Summer '01
62)

Milorad Petrovic
Belmade ,Yueoslavia
November 2001

.

Belmde Yueoslavia

Ministry of Mining and Energy, Republic of
Serbia

Liubomir Podunavac
Belemde ,Yueoslavia
November 2001

Public Relations Manager
Ministry of International Economic Relations,
Republic of Serbia

U.S. Study Tour Partidpant

Attornev at Law and Human Riehts
Center for Democracy and Human Rights

United States Institute for Peace (USP),
Washington, DC
Chicago Lawyers' Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law, Chicago, IL

Leeal Assistant
Trifunovic, Bozovic & Djelic Law Offices

Office of the Speaker of the Ohio House of
Representatives, Columbus, OH
Office of the Governor of W i n s i n . Madison, W l
Office of Congressman Scott Klug (R-W),

Member of the Presidencv
Alliance for Change

P d d p a t e d in FH-sponsored delegation to the
US. in November 1999.

68) Vesna

Senior Political Rewrter
Glns Jmmosti

The Blade, Toledo Ohio

69) Neboisa Rancic

President of Public Relations Committee
City Assembly of Nis

Washington State Demoaatic Party, Seattle, WA
City Hall, Tucson, AZ

64)

5) Draean Prelevic
Podaorica ,Yueoslavia

66) Dusan Protic

Belarade ,Yueoslavia
summer '97
6fl

Milan Protic
Belmade ,Yueoslavia
November 1999
Radivoievic
Belerade ,Yueoslavia
Winter '99

Nis ,Yueoslavia
summer '98
70) Iovan Ratkovic

Participated in a FHspunsored delegation of
Serbian civic activists to the US. in Xovember
2WO.

Belerade ,Yueoslavia
November 2ODO
Vania Rodic

W Belmde ,Yueoslavia
Fall '01

Proiect Manaeer
League of Experts

Research and Policy Reform Center, Washington,

DC

72) Sania Saranovic

Senior Ernulovment Advisor
blinistry of Labor and Social Welfare

Colorado State Department of Labor, Dmver, CO.
California Employment Development Department
in Sacramento, CA.
US Deparhnent of Labor Bureau of International

Journalist
Radio Bwgrad

Voice of America
Unistar Radio Nehvorks

74) Katarina Soasic
Belmde ,Yueoslavia
rune 01

Media and Communications Consultant
Government of the Republic of Serbia

Participated in Freedom House Study Tour in
June 2001

75) Seska Stanoilovic
Belerade ,Yueoslavia
Fall '99

Co-founder / Editor -in Chief
US. study tour partiapant.
Helsinki Committee for Human Rights in Serbia
/ Helsinki Charter

76) Milan Stefanovic
Nis ,Yueoslavia
Summer '01

Executive Director
Center for Civil Society Development
PROTECTA

Center for Management .bsistance, Kansas City,
MO

Mavor
City of Kiagujevac

Partiapated in a FH-sponsored delegation to the
US. in April 2000.

President
Civic Alliance

Participated in FH-sponsored delegation to the
US. in November 1999.

Proiect Manager
Public Administration Local Government
Center

The Urban Institute, Washington, DC

Podeorica ,Yueoslavia
winter '00

th)
Neboisa

Smic
Belmde ,Yueoslavia
summer '91

77)

Veroliub Stevanovic
Krazuievac ,Yueoslavia
Aoril2000

78) Goran Svilanovic
Belmde ,Yueoslavia
November 1999
')

Dusan Vasilievic
Obrenovac ,Yu~oslavia
FuII '01

80) Tasmina Vidakovic

KSATChannel12
Dixovery Channel

Belmade ,Yugoslavia
autumn '96
81) Voiin Vlahovic
Podeorica ,Yuzoslavia
winter '00

Senior Adviser in the Department of Finance
Pension Fund of Montenegro

Arizona State Retirement System, Phoenix, A 2
Pennsylvania Treasury Office, Harrisby PA.
Office of the State Treasurer, State of South
C a r o h in Columbia, SC.

82) Natasa Vudcovic
Belprade ,Yueoslavia
summer '91. November 2000

Assistant to the President
Demoaatic Party

Congressman Don Ritter (R-PA), Senator Dennis
DeConcini (D-AZ) and Congresswoman Bentley

83) Biliana

Vuiosevic
Podeorica ,Yueoslavia
winter '99

Director
Women's Business Center

Women Entrepreneurs of Baltimore, Inc.,
Baltimore, .W)

84)

Goran Vuiovic
Podeorica ,Yueoslavia
autumn '97

Economic Affairs Editor
Monitor

Insight Magazine of the WashingtonTies.
Washington. DC

-')

Mladen Zadrima
Cetinie ,Yueoslavia
autumn '96

Ioumalist
Radio Cetinje

KGQAM
WBZ-AM

W

(R-rn).
Participated in a FH-sponsored delegation of

U.S. A s s i s n m e n t s l P m ~ a m
86) Aleksandar Zavisic

Belgrade ,Yugoslavia
November 2001

*
i
d
Zoran Zivkovic
Nis ,Yueoslavia
November 1999.
88) Ana Zorbic

Nis ,Yugoslavia
summer '98

Management Advisor to Minister
Ministry of Te~ecommu~cations,
Republic of
Serbia

US. Study Tow Participant

Mavor
City of Nis

Participated in FH-sponsored delegation to the
US.in November 1999.
Participated in a FH-sponsored delegation to the
US. in April 2000.

P r o m Coordinator
Center for Non-Violent Conflict Resolution

Family Violence Prevention Fund, San Francisco,
CA
Women's International Leadership Development,
San Franaxo, GI

Titles listed are those held at the time of participation in the program.
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is sclving
57'*rice in a
Care,
penitcnliary.
K c h c s began ill 1995.
ycor crtrlicr, Allis(m itnd
along with another inRay Patel, who is no re-

"...

The insurmtce company already has paid to cover some of
the claims against Allison, including .? portion~ofule cl:litn
riled by ule Englisll illvestor
groU1'.

.

-

wOallt
VMNIVIV~Y.
~ n t :aao
clioiccs she made as a Ilamp' student 10
ton Univc
years ago 1:L...dhed her oncepristine Life. SrniUl got involved with a man who emntionally nnd physically
abused her, ;I nmn who led a
drug ring mid killed tnctl to
sustain it.
She pluyctl u minor role,

tenses wrthout constdering
other circumstances. Snrith
had 1111 prior criniinal rcc~wd,
oltcn pwlicip:~lcrl trut of fear
and 11;1dn'tsold or used d r u-~.s .
her itttorneys alghed.
But the law was corlcrclc,
and lier psrents began criascrossing tho country to gorncr support for Smith while
rearing her 8011. College and

Ericka Oakley just stood
bWk, hyhlg (0 gel a & ~ " v [ J Y ~
uf Uic spcnkcr. Shc'.
me
because of a class assig...tient
but said Smith's words were
mcwingful.
"She was very pow~rrul."

"3 ~itingSerb seeks ways to work within new democracv

J
F o r two weeks, he h a s
watched the organimtiun drum
up funds for the 69 local health
and human servicc agencies it
serves. IIe also has studied Uie
agencics thcmsclves, and how
they meet the ever-changing
needs of thc community.
Already, Biuidovic has some
ideas for new Libegraf programs, such as a support system for small businesses and
free Internet access for rcsidents in his struggling region.
On Sunday, Bandovich
leaves Hampton Roads for a final stop in Pennsylvania. After
that, he'll return home to put
his plans into action
"We're going to start using
democracy to improve our
community," Bandovic said.

rd

Igor Uandovic necds a r~cw
mission.
Since 1998, Bandovic's nct, work of Serbia11 activists have
: fought for democracy.
,
'i'hey've campaigned. Protcsted. Gone to prison.
And, along with the rest of
; tlic count~y'sfreedom fighters,
: thcy've prevailed, helping top: ple Yugoslav President Slobod a ~Miloscvic
i
la$ October.
"Ucfore Milosevic fell," ex:'plained Bandovic, program co,". ordinator for Serbia's Libegwf
.., organization, "the whole pur. . pose of many non-governtnen:: t d organizations was to win
:, dcniocratic government. We
,: must find a new role in society
., now."
1:.
'I'hat's what led ~andbvi'c
' IIC~C.
Under the wing of the United
Way of South 'Iampton Roads,
he's spent two weeks in town
loaniing what a nonprofit organization can acconiplish in a
, democratic society.

.

1 ;

C'

.

lgor Bandovlc, rlght. coordlnator of a non~rofltorogram In hls natlve
Grbla, flnds a moment of humor In his dl;cussion;wlth Mlke
Hughes, presldent of the Unlted Way's Norfolk chapter,

'

Bandovic, a 24-year-old law
student, is studying democracy
and nonprofits in the United
States through a Visiting Fcllows Program of Freedom
Mouse, an international organization that works for political
and economic freedom. The
fellowship targets new leaders

from developing democracies
in Eastern Europe and Asia.
Before coming to Hampton
Roads, Bandovic met with government officials and agencies
in Washington, D.C. I-Ie also
spent time with Philadelphia's
City Council, police department and nonprofits.

What hc observed contrasted
starkly to how thin@ workcd,
until last year, in his tiny Serbian town of Uzice, just 18 miles
from Bclgmdc.
In Yugoslavia, Cbmmunisni
reigned until 1991. Thcn came
dictatorship under Milosevic.
"It was very tough to work
for a noa-governmental organization during those times,"
Bandovic said. "If you didn't
take money from the government, you were a traitor. The
whole country was divided into
patriots and traitors."
Bandovic vividly remembers
the day last April when five of
his 50 Libegraf associates were
arrested for plastering pro-democracy posters on a wall.
"They asked 'Where do you.
get your money? Why don't you
love your country?' " Bandovich recalled. "It was like the
last try of the former regime td
oppress us!'
In thc United Way of South
Reuch Veronica Butts at
Haniptoll Roads, Bandovic 446-2947
or
sees all that Libegraf aspires to vbuHs@pllotonline.con~
be.
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United Way of South Hnrnpton Roads
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My Name is lgor Bandovic

6 1 . + ~ ~ ~ ...:&
- ....
More About

My name is lgor Bandovic. I'm a Visiting Fellow of Freedom House.

Our
- -.

United Way

success

Stolv of the

Visitmg Fellows Program of Freedom House is a professional training program that provides new
leaders from developing democracies in Eastem Eurooe and Asia with the oooortunih, lo . ~ c r kside
by side with their ~ m e r i k counterparts
n
in
non-governmental o&aniza&ns, media
and business.

~onih

I'm corning from Serbia (Yugoslavia). I run there a non-profit and nongovernmental organization
"Libergraf." Libergraf is the regional center for strengthening civic initiatives and democracy in B e
Volunteer of Westem Serbia.
the Month
Our mission is to develop and implement programs and projects aimed to create civic society. to
support
public education and respect for fundamental human and minority rights and lheir values.
Monthly
as well as to promote democracy.
Calendar

w

Leave a
Legacy
through the
United Way
of South
Hampton
Roads
Foundation

Our main activites are: organizing lectures, seminars, round tables, town meetinqs, muftimedia
programs, showmg documentan& and purchasing books and magazines. ~om;of our pmjecis
are: "Increasing Citizens Part;cioation on the Local Level" (from 1998): Which Local Government
Do We Need" joctober 1999-~&uar~
2000); "Uzice Nelwork of NGO;" (Novemebr 1949January
2000); "Get Out the Vote Folk the Vote campaign" (August 2000 - September 2040).

-

-

When I applied for this program I wanted to extend my skills in the field of fundraisinq. want vmtinq.
voluntansm, etc I was lookkg for (he non=profitorgakat~onswhlch has strong ~ r n ~ & i olccal
n
community so I came here in Norfolk. VA to work two weeks w~thUn~tedWav of South Hamoton
Roads.
With the great hospitality of the ofhe staff, Iwas able to attend meetings, to ask questions
and to work with United Way.
I have extended my knowledge in the field of fundralsing strategies and grant making process, and I
have understood the very important role of volunteers in non-profit so now I have a wmpletelv new
approach in functioning of the non-profit. I will try to implement my knowledge gained here in
organization back home.

my

I have to add that people i n United Way are very nice persons, and we had very good time
spent together.

-Igor Bandovic
Finding Help I[ About Us 11 Events 11 How to Contribute
Home 11 Volunteer Section I( Agency Section I[ FAQ

II Campaign Headquarters 11 Contact Us
II Related Links 11 Last MonWs Info.
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Name: Bandovic Igor
Name of internship organization: United Way of South Hampton Roads.

1.

During the first week of my internship in United Way I attended different
meetings with staff personal to learn how United Way works, who are the
beneficiaries of their services, what is the process of fundraising in United
Way (as their major goal).
Beside that, when I have free time between the meetings, I asked colleagues
to explain to me their responsibilities in specific departments of United Way,
such as Department of Development, Department of Marketing and
Communications, etc.
In the second week of my internship when I got the whole picture how this
-,

organization works, I started to participate in preparing the annual
conference of United Way contributors and volunteers.
One thing was very interesting for me; how United way establishes network
of lot of different agencies throughout the region of South Harnpton Roads,
and how they support these agencies through very thorough process that
gives agencies certification, so they become part of certified agencies of
United Way.
The other thing was the way the decision-making process works, and how
this process has impact in the local community in order to engage citizens
awareness of local problems, and how citizens can help (whether with their
free time as a volunteer or with their money as contributors).
2. I had my office, internet access, phone, other offlce equipment. During
I

my internship I was felt very welcome by office staff.

3. My internship in United way was focused on the various ways you collect
and raise the funds, from the local to the federal level. The skills and
methods of work in non profit were among the things I wanted from my
internship.

4. I'm very satisfied with my internship. This experience opens for me and
my organization a completely new approach to the things that we
(my organization) did in the past and should do in our future on one
systematic way with lot of planning and research.
New methods of work that I learned in United way will be implemented in
Libergraf's programs and activities in aim to make a better community in
my hometown. Some of the concrete ideas are:
-infrastructure development through departments on specific area.
-methods of fundraising from corporations, firms and employees.
-,

-increasing the number of volunteers in organization as valuable and the
most important resource.
-market research as a source of potential contributors.

As a country in transit, Serbia must pass some transformations, especially in
social care and in human issues, and to use its own resources in establishing
democracy. Serbia can not depend on international aid and credit in
developing and rebuilding its democracy and economic potentials. So this
program, and this internship gives me the opportunity to use my
knowledge and skills that I obtained with United Way to implement it in
creating a sustainable community and to develop my organization and it's
work through similar methods.

.

5. I was able to teach my hosts about my country in the fields of history,
geography, political issues, international position of my country in the past
and nowadays, about the customs and the way of living in Serbia.
In this areas the internship was a good chance for all (for hosts and me) to
learn more from the different perspective about things of their interest.

6.1 think that I use my opportunity in United Way in the best way.
I attended the meetings, worked with colleagues, asked them about things og
my interest.
7. I had regular communication with my program officer in F.H.

8. I visited Senate and House of Representatives of the state of Virginia, and
had meeting with the member of House, honorable Donald Williams.
The result of this visit was chance for me to be introduced in legislative
process of state of Virginia.
-,

9. -Interview in Virginia Pilot newspapers,
-Article about my internship in United Way on the www.unitedwayshr.org
10. /
11. Yes

12. 1, very useful

.

El-XLUATIOh: OF PROGRAM BY SPONSOR
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,

Please rype or nearly print your answers to the followic,a quesfom anc ntm to F r d o x EIouse 1313 is&
Street, NW, Washingtc~,DC 20036, Fax: (202) 296-5256. If you aeed n;o:e s p w , plcontinue on a
s q m t e sheet of pepec Youi:emar!(s are greatly appreciatd.

3. Please dwcribe the Visitiag Fellow's p r o w in yo*= oftice - did it focus on necific pmjsts =signed m
the 'iisit;.ng FelIow or meetings and observation? V i a the q'Jzlity and q w t i r y of the w o f ~appropij.ze to.-

,e.

'cr'

supportive dwhg the Froprn and rqonsivc to any Wii r q u e j t ~t
x
c o n c m that might have arisen'?

4. T
as the Fnedon? Youse st&

i/

w

5. Was there enough office .space for the Visiting Feuow? How mu*
avaiiabIe (desk, computer, phone, etc.)?

7. mat other comments would you like to ad&?

b'
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Your name: Igor Bandovic
Name of organization: Citizens for Pennsylvania's Future( Penn Future)

1.1 stayed with the Penn Future 7 working days. I attended the meetings and ask
colleagues to explain me their duties and responsibilities. I was interesting in methods of
their work but not for their goals and subjects, because I'm not involved in environmental
issues in my country.
The other thing that was interesting for me was influence and impact of nonprofits on the
decision-making community of state legislation.
2. I ddn't have my office, office equipment or computer, but I had the desk and
necessary space to work.

. 3. My internship was mostly focused on learning new skills, but I used meetings to
establish new contacts, that I thought would be useful to me. Especially, with members of
House and Senate.
4. Generally, I'm satisfied with my iGternship.
This experience will benefit my organization in two different ways. First, I will hy to
implement some methods of work, such as are active, role in relations with politicians,
influence on them to act in the interest of my organization.
Second, I will try to implement similar organizational structure, so my organization will
be more efficient and better in decision-making process.

5. I gave to my homestay family and colleagues some guidelines about Serbia in the areas
of history, politics, non-profit sector,

so they could have an idea about my country in

this fields.

6. I utilized my opportunity as good as I could. If I

work with environmental

organization, I will probably have more asserts of this internship.

7. In didn't' have any suggestion or request during my internship. I spoke with my
program officer once.

8. I was introduced to state legislators, and I had two meetings with members of House
and with staff personnel of Senate.

,

9. I gave interview for The Patriot News (local newspapers but the anicle hasn't been
published yet).
10. /
11.Yes

12. 3, useful

FVALUATION OF PROGRAM BY SPONSOR
W

Please type your answers to the following questions and return to Freedom House 1319 18th Street,
NW, Washington, DC 20036, FLY: (202) 296-5256. If you need more space, please continue on a
separate sheet of paper. Your remarks are greatly appreciated.

-

1. Describe your expectations of the Visiting Fellow before he or she started working at your ofice.
Were these expectations met? If not, please explain.

q apf&

w

~d

L*~3Jhn~

2. Did the Visiting Fellow follow aregular full-time work schedule, arriving promptly to work each
day and to meetings or other events?
-,

3. Please describe the Visiting Fellow's program in your office -- did it focus on specific projects
assigned to the Visiting Fellow or meetings and observation? Was the quality and quantity of the
work appropriate for the Visiting FeGow?

'*ur

4. Was the Freedom House staff supportive during the program and responsive to any special
requests or concerns that might have arisen?
1

5. Was there enough ofice space for the Visiting Fellow? How much space and equipment was
made available (desk, computer, phone, etc.)?

Srby- 5$t
$

hznl mdmA

6 . In general, were you satisfied with your experience in this program? Would you recommend this
program to another office like your own? Why or why not?

7. What other comments would you like to add?

EVALUATION O F P R O G R W BY VISITIXG FELLOW

U'

Please
your answers to the following questions or write clearlv in ink. Please be as thorough and candid as possible. If yau need
more space, please conlinue on a separate piece of paper or the reverse side of !he page.

YOUR NAME:

D n ~ r c o~ l ' r , - L

NAME O F INTERNSHIP ORGAN1ZATION:

( ; / ' ~ db

aK

JRY

1. Please describe your internship in this office. What did you do on a daily basis -- did you complete projects, attend meetings,
observe colleagues doing theirjobs, etc.? Did you have enough work to do? Was the work interesting for you?

-Worr;y{

@n

OL

projec6

2. Was there enough office space for you? Did you have your own desk and access to office equipment such as a computer and
phone? Did the office staff explain your responsibilities adequately,
make you f I welcome7
4
2 h a d e h o v g h @ F F ; C ~5
~ h y ~o ~ 4 h
~ J a ~oipufef.

-

5. What, if anything, do you think you were able to teach your hosts (work or homestay) about your country? Did you feel that this
~nternshipoffered a reciprocal exchange of ideas?

1 Covght

e'covhdhe f i b o v t S e r b i ~ , $ s ) . e t ; . r e s
b i f holv 4 ~ 2 1 y o h h~ h t 5 $0
+3 ww c, l ; t t i e b L C ouC @F
v; 5;+ S e r b i a , h,cin?grns hip did h~ 6 oFFIp R ICLI'PPQC.(
C X L ~ ~O FWjdgo,,
~ C b e c a v ~ ee 3 k o . ~ h ~bdo r e t h a k 7 lloped
w

U J ~people

3 would.
G. Do you feel that you fully utilized this opportunity? Could you have done more to assen yourself? What advice wouid you give to
future Visiting Fellows?

7. Was the Freedom House staff supportive of you during the assignment and responsive to any special requesrs or concerns that may
have arisen during your program?

8. Outside of your assignments. lisl the institutions or individuals with whom you have established some coopenlion during your uip
to the US. Dcscribc what langiblc rcsulls you have gaincd (or h o w lo gain) from these canhcls.

SF F

Q U ~ ~ ~ , ' Q ~

- G ive b u l c day

--The .o\lye ricnvl l d n ~ g&55oti'c\i%'ob
- G ( o b 4 1 C ; ~ ; Z P ~Y<) e ; C w o r ~

- MCN

- Yvvt17 p r o h t
- E o f a ~ yr ' h f e ~~af-,'o)7oL(
- We[( 5 F w g o boih k

-

?ndilc,-

spfPR-6eard~ley

9. Please list any speaking engagements or media appearances and articles written by you during the program. If you have not
already done so, please provide a copy of any speech or article published by or about you, as well as anicles you have published in
your own c o u n q during the pro,oram.
,

10. What other comments would you like to add about the program?

On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being best and 5 being worst) how would you rate this office s i g n m e n t in providing work experience and
improving your professional knowledge? Please circle your answer.
Not so useful

Very useful
4

5

Whcn complclc, fax a copy lo Frccdom Ilousc at (302) 296-5256 hND also send the o r i g i ~ ~ lo
n l PII, 1319 lSUl Skeet, NW,
Washinglon, DC 20036. TI-IANK YOU!

d

'

Period kom 02.19.2001 till 02.27.2001
Visited:

Minnesota International center
Carol Engebretson Byrne
MIC Executive Director
mic@,globe.mic.umn.edu
Had a meeting about their work, since they are preparing a lecture about
Serbia and Serbs, in the evening I took part in a lecture "Internet and
national sovereignty".

w

American Lung association
Mr. Lou Clark
651-268-7601

-'

At the moment the ALA is organizing a network of people in Twin cities
area under the name "Beware of asthma" so there I had a chance to see how
they planned the organization and how they think it would develop -the
aims and results (you know!)

Minnesota council of nonprofits
M r Jon Pratt
Executive director
jpratt@,mncn.org
That is the organization that works on straightening of non-profits and there
I told them what we do in Serbia and they presented me their work, very
interesting.

w

7

~W'

Global citizens network
Ms Kim Regnier
,ocn@,mtn.org

I was there for a meeting because they are interested to work in Serbia, so.
they presented me their work and we setup something like a visit to Serbia in
spring (maybe!)

American refugee committee

In PIRGOS we work on agriculture improvement so I had a meeting with
ARC because they are connected with Department of agriculture so I had
chance to get to know something about the agriculture programs and to pick
up the addresses of nearest offices.

EVALUATION OF PROGRUM BY YISITIXG FELLOW
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Please
your answers to the following questions or wnte clearlv in mk. Please be as thorough and candid 3s possioie. If you need
more space, please continue on a separate piece of paper or the reve:se s ~ d of
e the page.

-

I. pleasedescribe your internship in this office. What did you do on a daily basis did you c o q l e t c projeca, attend meetinp.
observe colleagues doing theirjobs, etc.? Did you have enough work to do? Was the work interesiing for you?

2. Was there enough office space for you? Did you have your own desk and access to office equipment such as a computer and
phone? Did the office stafiexplain your responsibilities adequately, and make you feel welcome?

3. Was your program primarily focused on learning new skills or on making contacts and neworking? Was this what you had wanted
from your mtemship?

4. In general, were you satisfied with your internship? How will this experience benefit you or your organization? How will it
advance democracy in your country? Are there any concrete ideas that you gained &om tbn experience which you p h to implement
in your off~cewhen you retum home?

5. What, if anything, do you think you were able to teach your hosts (work or homeslay) about your country? Did you feel that thk
internship offered a reciprocal exchange of ideas?

6. Do you feel that you fully utilized chis oppormnity? Could you have done more to assen youneb? :?%a: advice woufd you give to
future Visiting Fellows?

7. Was the Freedom House staff supportive of you during the assignment and responsive to any special quesB or conce~mthat m y
have arisen during your program?

8. Outside of your assignments, list the institutions or individuals with whom you have established some cooperahon during your trip
to the US. Descnie what tangible results you have gained (or hope to gain) from these conncn.

9. Please list any speaking engagements or media appearances and articles wrihen by you du&g the program If YOU hzve not
already done so, please provide a copy of any speech oi'article published by or about you, s well as amcles you have published in
your own country during the program.

w

/
10. What other comments would you like to add about the program?

11. Would you recommend this a s s i g ~ l e nto
t h h u e Visiting Fellows:
Why or why not?

Yes

On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being best and 5 being worst) how would you rate this ofice assignment in providing work experience and
improving your professional bowledge? Please circle your answer.

w

Very usehl

1

Q

Not so usefcl

3

When complete, fax a copy t o ~ r e e d o mHouse at (202) 296-5256
Washington, DC 20036. TH.4W YOU!

4

5

also send the original to FB, 1319 18th Street, 3Tv,

I.

My internship was good and I enjoyed it very much. Most of time 1 observed what's going on in
Bureau's Prince George's County Office. I had lot of discussions with attorneys about cass. Also, 1
attended and monitored procedures before courts in Annapolis, Baltimore and Upper Marlboro. I was
present on few staff meetings, as well as on meeting of directors in Baltimore.
2. There was enough space for me. 1 had my desk with a PC and phone. People behave very nice to me
and I can say that I didn't have any problem.
3. I learned lot about organization and organizational issues. Also, I made lot of contacts with the people
. from Bureau (not only bom Riverdale office) and Couns, which was great experience for me.
4. 1 am very satisfy. I think that the biggest benefits for YUCOM will be the fact that 1 learn a lot about
organizational issues of pro bono legal aid. So, I will try to implement that in our LAN project (Lesal
Aid Network). That project (as well as other projects of that type) is very important for
democratization of Serbia. .
5. 1 talked about Serbia, situation, our legal system, about my orsanization and our legal aid pro bono
network, as much as I could. My opinion is that the people learn a lot about my country and maybe I
inspired them for some of ideas that I had.
6. 1 think that I fully utilize this opponunity. My advice for future fellows is: plan your time fast and
arrange your meetings immediately, because the program is full of events and it will be over very
quicklyl
7. 1 don't have any objections on FH staff.
8. 1 arranged many meetings for myself (NDI, ACLU, ABA CEELI, Coalition for International Justice.
ATLA and others). I meet many people and 1 think that they will help me in next period.

Yahoo! Mail

EVALUATION OF PROGRAM BY VISITING FELLOW
your answers to the following questions or write clearlv in ink. Please be as thorough and candid as possible.
Please
If you need more space, please continue on a separate piece of paper or the reverse side of the page.
YOUR NAME: Kseniia Lazovic

NAME OF INERNSHIP ORGANIZATION: Western Policv Center
1. Please describe your internship in this office. What did you do on a daily basis - did you complete projects, anend
meetings, observe colleagues doing theirjobs, etc.? Did you have enough work to do? Was the work interesting for you?

I attended meetings, discussed with colleagues work they were doing, collected material for my
research, wrote a paper. Generally it was an interesting experience.
2. Was there enough office space for you? Did you have your own desk and access to office equipment such as a
computer and phone? Did the office staffexplain your responsibilities adequately, and make you feel welcome?

My own desk, access to office equipment, library etc. Felt like home.
3. Was your program primarily focused on leaning new skills or on making contacts and networking? Was this what you
had wanted from your internship?

My program was primarily focused on getting to know how different organizations, both GOs and
NGOs, work on different issues related to conflict regions. I am more than satisfied with what I got.
4. In general, were you satisfied with your internship? How will this experience benefit you or your organization? How
will it advance democracy in your country? Are there any concrete ideas that you gained from this experience which you
plan to implement in your office when you return home?

Satisfied.
5. What, if anything, do you think you were able to teach your hosts (workor homestay) about yourcounhy? Did you feel
that this internship offered a reciprocal exchange of ideas?

I could share with them my knowledge on the region. It was a reciprocal exchange of knowledge,
information and ideas.
6. Do you feel that you fully utilized this opportunity? Could you have done more to assert yourself? What advice would
you give to future Visiting Fellows?

I do.
7. Was the Freedom House staff supportive of you during the assignment and responsive to any special requests or

w

concerns that may have arisen during your program?

My program officer (Jarod Dumas) was the best one!

Page h
a
i2

Yahoo! >tail

w

8. Outside of your assignments, list the institutions or individuals with whom you have established some coopention
during your trip to the US. Describe what tangible results you have gained (or hope to gain) fmm these contacts.

USIP, some individuals.
9. Please list any speaking engagements or media appearances and articles written by you during the pro-,.
If you have
not already done so, please provide a copy of any speech or article published by or about you, as well as articles you have
published in your own country during the pro,-.

none
10. What other comments would you like to add about the program?

none
11. Would you recommend this assignment to future Visiting Fellows: YES
Why or why not?

Useful.

w

On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being best and 5 being worst)i~owwould you rate this office assignment in providing work
experience and mproving your professional knowledge? Please circle your answer.
Very usehl

Not so useful

When complete, fax or e-mail a copy to Freedom House at (202) 296-5256
also send the
original to FH, 1319 18th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20036. THANK YOU!

Fax Number:

No. Of Pages (Including cover::

3
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Please tyrx or neatly prirt yuur atsxets ro the following qutstlons and return to F r d o m Kouse. 1319
18" Street, h'W, Washingwn, DC 20036,Fax (202) 296-5225.If yoc need nore s p x , please condnu?
on a separate shect of paper. Your r e d s ar* greatly appreciaxd

YOUR NAME, m Z E : John Sitilides, Executive Director; Brenda L. For& OZce hlimager
ORGANIZATION: The We-tem Poliiy Ccnw

NAME OF VISITIXG FELLOW: Geri5ia Lazovic
1. Describe your expecmtions of.t\e Visiting Fellow kforc he or she started working zt you
office. Were ihese expectations met? Knot, please explain.

Wesrem Policy Center staff expected the Visiting Fellow to be bright, enthwiasic about the
oppommity, open to learnhg new ideas, and willingess to wok hard & z p l y theit
howledge. We desired someone who was professiocal, diligenq flexible, a d had ihe ebiity to
work incependentiy.

fiscnija mn aU the above expectations except her resistance to new ideas. Her cynicism abom
opportunities to change and improve government policies is pesnaps a symptom of the
bleakness and comrption oEUe in Serbia in recent yean.
-,

w
2. Did the Visiting Fellow follow a regulx MI-time wrk scfiedule: arriving y r o ~ p * to work
ack day and to meetings or other xcnrs?

Yes.
3. Please describe the Visiting Fellow's program in your o f f i d i d ir foccs ox specific projects
assigned to h e Visiting Fellow? Was tt;e quality a d quantity of the work appropriate for &e

Visiting Fellow?
Ksenija pmicipated in a variet). of activities related to her area of intsest. She sttrod41
congressl'ond hearings, political foiums, and roundtable &assions. M j a ~ m t cd i k '
reports zbout thtsc meetings that w e used by stafffor follou-up ncuons ps necessary. Kser.ijz
completed a reswth project for John Sitilides rhar proved extremely helpfd tc 'Em
be
appeared before b e US. Senate as a pandin a
d authariq on L.SrGr&x rzhioas.
a*%
.=

Our god wzs to have b n i j a work cn asrigrunem that were interesting a d re.levam u, her
course of srudp and personal intaws. We believe w e accon.~Jistedt l i s am! t o p h~
Ksenija'3 expcriewe htxe 4
1a n r i m e to her overall success in lile.

BESTAVAILABLE COPY

Kscnija's work vras of good qualiq and her mtput uias -rap'. Houeaw. kc.~!
%acnz
mtisfactory incidmr to be raised h ~ Ksalija
.
submltd a text veisior of thc %signed
research paper she hemplercd. She was then aka! to submit zn e-mai! version to ;erzin that
rrseslcD information for its b e value, aliow lls to edit t.le paper for fmal apapmv31,
s ~ d
possibly publish it on the Western Policy Centx's website. To date, she
not submind an email v e n i m 'Therefore, as v.2 are unable tc evaluate her rsearch paper, we rn ucstle :o
evdwte her overall perriormEIlm.
4. Was Freedom House staff supporive during the propam and responsive to any n y i a ! rqu?s%
or c o n c m rhat might have arisen?

w-ZS
5. Was there enough office space for the Viimg Fellow? How much space vlri qjipc~.
made available (desk wmpu;er, phonz. etc.j9

Ksenija had adequate resourc=i to efficiently wqla the tasks tint %re

s i g e d to her.

6. In gem& were you sarisfid with your experimce in tkk p r o m ? Would p u monrnCnd
this program to anorher offie like y o u own? Why 21 why not?
,

The W e a n Policy Center was satisfied wid the expcricncc and wodd snongly recomxnd
the program to another office likeours. The :c$onal background a?.
expriecce of s&'
individuals can be highly useful and vcly enlighteling in a Washington e n v * m t , which
seeks fresh and cxative approaches to outstanding issues. This Center would w l c o x r b e next',
Visiting Fellow from Freedom House.

7. What 0

t h comments wculd you like to add?

Freedom House shculd ensure that Visiting Fellons an ~ a p e r l yad>%
of Xmer:an oEce
culnveietiquem and suitable office attire p;ior to bzs~ianiogan internship.

- Page 2 -

EVALU.4TION OF P R O G R i M BY VISITIXG FELLOW
your answers to the following questions or write clearlv in ink. Please be as thorough and candid a possible. if you need
Please
a o r e space, please continue on a separate piece of paper or the reverse side of the pape.

4. In general, were you satisfied with your internship? How wiU this experience benefit you or your organization? How \ill it

advance democracy in your country? Are there any concrete ideas that you gained from this.experience which you plao to impiement
in your office when you return home?
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5. What, if anything, do you think you were able to teach your hosts (work or homatay) about your country? Did you feel that this
internship offered a reciprocal exchange of ideas?
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6. Do you feel that you fully utilized this opportunity? Could you have done more to assert younelf? What advice woutd you give to
future Visiting Fellows?
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7. Was the Freedom House staff supportive of you during the assignment and responsive to any special requests or concerns that may
have arisen during your program?
fl
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8. Outside of your assignments, list the institutions or individuals with whom you have esrahlished some cooperation during your mp
to the US. Describe what tangible results you have gained (or hope to gain) from these contacts.

you have not
9. Please list any speakinx engagements or media appearances and articles written by you during the p r n g a .
already done so. please provide a copy of any speech or article published by or about you, as well as articles you have published in
your own country during the program.

10. What other comments would you Like to add about the program?

11. Would you recommend this assignment to future Visiting Fellows: Yes
Why or why not?
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On a scale of 1 to S (1 being best and S being worst) how would you rate t
h
i
s oftice assignment in providing work experience and
improving your professional knowledge? Please circle your answer.
Very useful
1

Xot so useful
3

When complete, fax a copy to Freedom House at (202) 296-9256
Washington, DC 20036. TH.4NK YOU!

w

4

5

also send the original to FH,1319 18th Street, NW,

EVALUATION OF PROGRAM BY VISITIXG FELLOW

w

Please
your answers to the following questions or write clearly in ink. Please be as thorough and candid as possible. If you need
more space, please continue on a separate piece of paper or the reverse side of the page.
YOUR NAME: NATASA PANTIC
NAME OF INTJXVSHIP ORGANIZATION: STAR TRIBUNE ONLINE, Minneapolis, IW

-

1. Please describe your internship in this office. What did you do on a daily basis
did you complete projects, attend
meetings, observe colleagues doing their jobs, etc.? Did you have enough work to do? Was the work interesting for yon?

I did some basic reporting for the online department, which included photos and taking audio from events (press conference about the
nurses on strike, transplantation of the 150-years old oak tree, Barbie doll exhibition at the MaU of America). I also conducted a
message board discussion about my experience at startribune.com, and wrote an article about the Minneapolis-based Center for
Victims of Torture, for the commemoration of the International Day in Support of Victims of Tonure.

I also observed editors' work, attended meetings with them (meetings with the newsroom, online staffmeeting, etc.)
Most of the time I had enough work to do, both with of working for the stamibune.com or making myselfbusy reading hhary articles
or news-wires.
2. Was there enough office space for you? Did you have your own desk and access to office equipment such as a computer
and phone? Did the office staff explain your responsibilities adequately, and make you feel welcome?
Yes.
3. Was your program primarily focused on learning new skills o r on making contacts and networking? Was this what you had
wanted from your internship?

w

Program was 99 per cent focused on leaming new skills, &d that is exactly what I wanted
4. In general, were you satisfied with your internship? Bow will this experience benefit you o r your organization? How will it
advance democracy in your country? Are there any concrete ideas that you gained from this experience which you plan to
implement in your office when you return home?

I'm not sure how will my experience advance the democricy in my country, but it will d e f ~ t e l ybenefit me and my organization with
fresh ideas of how to make our work more productive and how to improve it, both in terms of technology and journalism
5. What, if anything, do you think you were able to teach your hosts (work or homestay) about your country? Did you feel

that this internship offered a reciprocal exchange of ideas?
My hosts, both on work and the homestay, now definitely know where is my country. Unfommately. I bad a pmblem explaining the
reasons why I can't exactly define what 'my c o u n w means, but overall I think they know much more about it now then &ey did
before.
6. Do you feel that you fully utilized this opportunity? Could you have done more to assert yourself! What advice would you
give to future Visiting Fellows?

I do think I l l l y utilized this opportunity, and I probably could have done more to assen myself, but I think that what I have done was
well enough. Advise for both the future Visiting FeUows in media programs is to by to practice English as much as they can before
going to the assignment, because all knowledge of the language one has before hdshe stam using it in everyday communications,
especially oral, is not sufficient to understand what people are saying. It can be inconvenient sometimes. Besides &at, I think
observing is much more useful than working on actual staff because it takes less time and therefore you can learn more things.
7. Was the Freedom House staff supportive of you during the assignment and responsive to any special requests or concerns

w that may have arisen during your program?
Yes, they were.

8. Outside of your assignments, list the institutions or individuals with whom you have established some cooperation during
your trip to the US. Describe what tangible results you have gained (or hope to gain) from these contacts.

w

The Center for Victims of Torture, Minneapolis, MN
Prof. Nick Hayes, Chair in Critical Thinking, University of Saint John's, Collegeville, MX
Steven Cl& www.publicus.net,Minneapolis, IMN
9. Please list any speaking engagements or media appearances and articles written by you during the program. If you b a ~ e
not already done so, please provide a copy of any speech or article published by or about you, as well as artides you have
published in your own country during the program.

Will be enclosed as soon as I return to DC.
10. What other comments would you like to add about the program?
Regarding the media p r o m I think it would be even better if it had as detailed as possible plan of the fellowship. Maybe FH should
consider making some program guidelines with experienced professionais from both the US and the counmes Fellows are coming
from.
11. Would you recommend this assignment to future Visiting Fellows: Y e s A N o Why or why not?

Yes, because the organization is very good. The paper itself is very re spec&^ with the long tradition. Online department staff1 had a
chance to meet and work with was very supportive and friendly. In general - it was a pleasure working in SFdrmiune.coa
On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being best and 5 being wont) bow would you rate this office assignment in providing work experience
and improving your professional knowledge? Please circle your answer.
very useful

Useful

Not so useful

:
;

When complete, fax a copy to Freedom House at (202) 296-5256
Washington, DC 20036. THAW YOU!

also send the original to FH, 1319 18th Street, IW,

BESTAVAILABLE COPY

EVALUATION OF P R O G R G I BY VlSITLVG FELLOW

w

Please
your answers to the following questions or write clearly in ink. Please be as thorough and candid as possYole. Kyou need
more space, please continue on a separate piece of paper or the reverse side of the page.

YOUR NAME:

V M PoDI
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NhMEOFMERNsmORGANIZ4TION:
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1. Please describe your internship in this office. What did you do on a daily basis did you complete pmjxts, actend meetings.
observe colleagues doing their jobs, etc.? Did you have enough work to do? Was the work interesting ior you? -
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2. Was there enough office space for you? Did you have your own desk and access to o E c t equipment such as a computer and
phone? Did the office staff explain your responsibilities adequately, and make you feel welcome?

3. Was your program primarily focused on learning new skills or on making contacts and networking? Was this what you had wmted
fromyour internship?

4. In general, were you satisfied with your internship? How will this experience benefit you or your oqaniption? How w i l i it
advance democracy in your country? Are there any concrete ideas that you gained from this experience which you plan to implement
in your office when you return home?

Q.
5. What, if anything, do you think you were able to teach your hosts (work or homestay) about your c o u ~ r y Did
? you feel that this
internship offered a reciprocal exchange of ideas?

I

BEST AVAILABLE
6. Do you feel that you fully utilized this oppomnity? Could you have done more to a s e n yourselr? Whar advice would you give to
future Visitine Fellows?

8. Outside of your assignments, list the institutions or individuals with whom you have established some cooperation during your trip
to the US. Describe what tangible results yon have gained (or hope to gain) from these contacrs.

Pll'

already done so, please provide a copy of any speech or-article published by or about you, as well as articles you have published in
your own country during the program.

10:What other comments would you like to add about the p r o m ?

11. Would you recommend this assignment to f u m e Visiting Fellows
Whv or whv not?

On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being best and 5 being worst) how would you rate this oftice assignment in providing work experience 2nd
improving your professional knowledge? Please circle your answer.
Not so useful
4

When complete, fax a copy to Freedom House at (202) 296-3256
Washington, DC 20036. TEL4NK YOU!

5

a also send the original t o m , 1319 18th Street, h?',

EVALUATION O F PROGRAM BY VISlTlNG FELLOW
Please
your answers to the following questions or write clearh in ink. Please be as thorough and candid as possible. Ifyou need
more space, please continue on a separate piece of paper or the reverse side of the page.

1. Please describe your internship in this office. What did you do on a daily basis - did you complete projects, attend meetings,
observe colleagues dohg theirjobs, etc.? Did you have enough work to do? Was the work interesting for you?
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2. Was there enough office space for you? Did you have your own desk and access to oftice equipment such as a computer and
phone? Did the office staff explain your responsibilities adequately, and make you feel welcome?

4. In general, were you satisfied kith your internship? How will this experience benefit you or your organization? How \vill it
advance democracy in your country? Are there any concrete ideas that you gained From this experience which you plan to implement
in your office when you return home?

5. What, if anything, do you Kink you were able to teach your hosts (work or homestay) about your counhy? Did you feel that this
internship offered a reciprocal exchange of ideas?
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6. Do you feel that you fully utilized this opportunity? Could you have done more to assen yourselt? \mat advice wvould you sive to
future Visiting Fellows?
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7. Was the Freedom House staff supportive of you during tie assigment and responsive to any special requesb or concerns that may
have arisen during your program?

I
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8. Outside of your assignments, list the institutions or individuals with whom you have established some cooperation during your trip
to the US. Describe what tangible results you have gained (or hope to gain) !?om these contacts.

9. Please list any speaking engagements or media appearances and articles written by you during the p r o w . If you have not
already done so, please provide a copy of any speech or article published by or about you, as well as articles you have published in
your own counby during the pro,.ram.
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10. What other comments would you like to add about the program?

Not so useful

Very useful

w
w ~ h e n complete, fax a copy to Freedom House at (202) 296-5256
Washington, DC 20036. THANK YOU!

also send the original to FH, 1319 18th Street. WV,

BESTAVAILABLE COPY
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EVALUATION OF PROGR;\hl BY VISITING FELLOW
Please
your answers to the following questions or write clearlv in ink. Please be as thorough and candid as possible. If you need
more space, please continue on a separate piece of paper or the reverse side of the page.

4

YOUR N

W Dusan Vasiljevic

NAME OF INTERNSHIP ORGANIZATION: Urban Institute
I. Please describe your internship in this office. What did you do on a daily basis -- did you complete projects, attend meetings,
observe colleagues doing their jobs, etc.? Did you have enough work to do? Was the work interesting for you?
I was assigned to the International Activities Center of the Urban Institute. Most of the time my work could be characterized
as a research fellow's activities. I was primarily involved in projects concerning Balkans region (Croatia, hlontenea,ro,
Kosovo), countries in transition (Kyrgiz~tan)but I also made some research about situation in Zimbabwe. I attended all
employees' meetings (one, actually) and all employees' parties. I also a attended internal seminars and one meeting in the
World Bank. Most of the time I had enough work to do, and the work was fairly interesting.

Was there enough office space for you?
I had off~ceof my own.
Did you have your own desk and access to office equipment such as a computer and phone?
Phone and computer in the office; and access to the all office equipment.
Did the office staff explain your responsibilities adequately,
Yes.
-,
and make you feel welcome?
Very much so.

3. Was your program primarily focused on learning new skills or on making contacts and networking? Was this what you had wanted
from your internship?
I was primarily interested to see how the organizations of this kind operate in US, and more than that to see how the
backstage of their operations in the region works. I was also very interested in their experience in the countries in tramition
and in the projects they did in those countries.

4. In general, were you satisfied with your internship? How will this experience benefit you or your orgnization? How will it

w

advance democracy in your country? Are there any concrete ideas that you gained from this experience which you plan to implement
in your office when you return home?
I am happy with the organization selected for my internship. I don't think there is a single organization in US that would
provided what I wanted better then UI. They were \viIling to share techniques and material$ they developed and used for
improving local government in transition countries. I am sure that most of it could be, with little or no adaptation a t all, used
in Serbia. And improving local democracy is best way for promoting democracy in any society.

4
5. What, if anything, do you think you were able to teach your hosts (work or homesfay) about your country? Did you feel that this
internship offered a reciprocal exchange of ideas?
My hosts in UI were already very knowledgeable on situation in the region. Nevertheless, I had internal presentation (seminar)
on decentralization process in Serbia for people working in International Activities Center. Other than that I was consulted by
the UI staff who were leaving for their assignments in Serbia on various subjects concerning situation in Ballraos, with
emphasis on local communities issues.

6. Do you feel that you fully utilized this opportunity? Could you have done more to assen yousself?
Time (and my boss) will be ultimate judge of that.
What advice would you give to future Visiting Fellows?
As for the advises to future VFs, I don't have any.

w

7. Was the Freedom House staff supportive of you during the assi,pnent and responsive to any special requests or concerns that may
have arisen during your program?
Yes.

8. Outside of your assionments, list the institutions or individuals with whom you have established some mopemtion duting your trip
to the US. ~ G c r i b what
e
tangible results you have gained (or hope to gain) from these contacts.
The World Bank, Development Alternatives Inc., American University, US Imtitute for Peace...

9. Please list any speaking engagements or media appearances and articles written by you during the p r o m . If you have nor
already done so, please provide a copy of any speech or article published by or about you, as well as articles you have published in
your own counuy during the pro,o r m .
Me and Boris Karajicic were speaking to the students of American University about the conflict in the Balkans.

w
10. What other comments would you like to add about the program?

d

11. Would you recommend this assi-pnent to future Visiting Fellows: Yes
Why or why not?

No

On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being best and 5 being worst) how would you rate this office assignlent in providing work experience and
improving your professional knowledge? Please circle your answer.
Very useful

When complete, fay or e-mail a copy to Freedom House at (202)296-5256
NW, Washington, DC 20036. THANK YOU!

Xot so useful

also send the original to FH,1319 lSLh Street,
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EVALUATION OF PROGIL4M BY SPONSOR

w

P l c m type or ncaily p~irtryou: a~swcrslo the following qucslions and retlom lo Freedom Housc 1319 1Sh
StrccL NW, Wwhington, 1)C 20036, Fu: (202)296-5256. If you wed more s?zce, pieasc continue on 1
sc11~raLcshwt of papcr. Your rcmarks are grcnlly apprmiated.

2. Did rhc Visiling Fellow follow n regulx full-timc work schedule, arriving promptly to .#ok eacb dry md lo
~r.'ccllngsor othcr cvcn~C?
/
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3. PIcnsc dcscrik thc Visiting Fe!lowts program in your office -- did ic focus oa specific pmjccl~assigd to
llw Visitin; Fcllow or n~cctingsand observation? W175 the quality 2nd quantity of lhc wcrk ?p:opn'~lc for

tlm Visilirig Fcliow?
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BESTAVAILABLE COPY

5. WAS[IICIV~iiougl~
ofilcc S ~ I C C for I ~ CVisiring Fcllov~? tIow much space and equipmest via$ made
av;dlablc (dcsk, computer, phone, ctc.)?
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6. 111 gcneral, Wcic you satisfied with your cxpcricuce in this progwm? Would you recommtnd this p r o g m
to acollrcr offico like your own? Why or why nor?

7. What other CO~NIICIILSwould youlike lo add?

